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Abstract
This paper presents new theoretical results on sparse recovery guarantees for
a greedy algorithm, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), in the context of
continuous parametric dictionaries. Here, the continuous setting means that
the dictionary is made up of an infinite uncountable number of atoms. In this
work, we rely on the Hilbert structure of the observation space to express our
recovery results as a property of the kernel defined by the inner product between
two atoms. Using a continuous extension of Tropp’s Exact Recovery Condition,
we identify key assumptions allowing to analyze OMP in the continuous setting.
Under these assumptions, OMP unambiguously identifies in exactly k steps the
atom parameters from any observed linear combination of k atoms. These
parameters play the role of the so-called support of a sparse representation in
traditional sparse recovery. In our paper, any kernel and set of parameters that
satisfy these conditions are said to be admissible.
In the one-dimensional setting, we exhibit a family of kernels relying on
completely monotone functions for which admissibility holds for any set of atom
parameters. For higher dimensional parameter spaces, the analysis turns out
to be more subtle. An additional assumption, so-called axis admissibility, is
imposed to ensure a form of delayed recovery (in at most k D steps, where D is
the dimension of the parameter space). Furthermore, guarantees for recovery
in exactly k steps are derived under an additional algebraic condition involving a finite subset of atoms (built as an extension of the set of atoms to be
recovered). We show that the latter technical conditions simplify in the case
of Laplacian kernels, allowing us to derive simple conditions for k-step exact
recovery, and to carry out a coherence-based analysis in terms of a minimum
separation assumption between the atoms to be recovered.
Keywords: sparse representation, continuous dictionaries, Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit, exact recovery
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1. Introduction
Finding a sparse signal representation is a fundamental problem in signal
processing. It consists in decomposing a signal y belonging to some vector space
H as the linear combination of a few elements of some set A ⊆ H, that is
y=

k
X

c` a`

where c` ∈ R∗ , a` ∈ A.

(1.1)

`=1

Sparsity refers to the fact that the number of elements involved in the decomposition (1.1) should be much smaller than the ambient dimension, i.e., the
dimension of H. The set A is commonly referred to as a dictionary and its elements as atoms. In the sequel, we will assume that A is a parametric dictionary
defined as:
A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ Θ}
(1.2)
where Θ = RD and a : Θ → H is some continuous and injective function. In
this setup, (1.1) implies that there exist k parameters {θ`? }k`=1 such that y can
be expressed as a linear combination of the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 .
Over the past decade, sparse representations have proven to be of great
interest in many applicative domains. As a consequence, numerous practical
procedures, along with their theoretical analyses, have been proposed in the
literature. Most contributions addressed the sparse-representation problem in
the “discrete” setting, where the dictionary contains a finite number of elements,
see [1]. Recently, several works tackled the problem of sparse representations in
“continuous” dictionaries, where A is made up of an infinite uncountable number
of atoms but a : Θ → H enjoys some continuity property, see e.g., [2–4]. We
review the contributions most related to the present work in Section 2.
Before dwelling over the state of the art, we briefly describe the scope of
our paper. In this work, we focus on the continuous setting and assume that
H is a Hilbert space with inner product h·, ·i and induced norm k·k. We derive exact recovery conditions for “Orthogonal Matching Pursuit” (OMP) [5], a
natural adaptation to the continuous setting of a popular greedy procedure of
the literature (see Algorithm 1). The main question addressed in this paper is
as follows. Let {θ`? }k`=1 be k pairwise distinct elements of Θ and assume that
y obeys (1.1) with a` = a(θ`? ) for some {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ . Under which conditions
does OMP achieve exact recovery (that is, correct unambiguous identification)
of the parameters {θ`? }k`=1 and the coefficients {c` }k`=1 ? In particular, is exact
recovery possible in k steps? This is of course only possible if the preimage θ`?
of an atom a` = a(θ`? ) is unique, hence the assumption that a(·) is injective.
We note that, in the context of continuous dictionaries, the fact that OMP
could correctly identify a set of k atoms in exactly k iterations may seem surprising in itself. Indeed, inspecting Algorithm 1, we see that this implies that
OMP must identify one correct atom at each iteration t of the algorithm, that
is θbt ∈ {θ`? }k`=1 ∀t ∈ J1, kK. The following simple example suggests that such a
requirement may never be met for continuous dictionaries:
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Algorithm 1: Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
Input: observation y ∈ H, normalized dictionary A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ Θ}.
1 r ← y // residual vector
b ← ∅ // estimated support
2 S
3 t←0 ;
4 while r 6= 0H do
5
t←t+1 ;
6
θbt ∈ arg maxθ∈Θ |ha(θ), ri| // atom selection
7
Sb ← Sb ∪ {θbt } // support update
t
 
X
// least-squares update
8
(b
c1 , . . . , b
ct ) ← arg min y −
c` a θb`
(c1 ,...,ct )∈Rt

9

r←y−

t
X

`=1

 
b
c` a θb` // residual vector

`=1
10
11

end
b
k=t;
b
b
Output: estimated support Sb = {θb` }k`=1 and coefficients {b
c` }k`=1 .

Example 1 (The Gaussian deconvolution problem). Consider Θ = R and let
H = L2 (R) be the space of square integrable functions on R. Assume a(·) is
defined as
a : R −→ L2 (R)
1

1

(1.3)

2

θ 7−→ π − 4 e− 2 (·−θ) .

Suppose y results from the positive linear combination of k = 2 distinct
atoms, that is y = c1 a(θ1? ) + c2 a(θ2? ), θ1? 6= θ2? , c1 > 0, c2 > 0. Then, even
in this very simple case, OMP never selects an atom in {θ1? , θ2? } at the first
iteration. Indeed, particularizing step 6 of Algorithm 1 to the present setup, we
have that, at the first iteration, OMP will select the parameter θ maximizing
? 2

1

1

? 2

|ha(θ), yi| = c1 e− 4 (θ−θ1 ) + c2 e− 4 (θ−θ2 ) .

(1.4)

Now, since the right-hand side of (1.4) is continuously differentiable, first-order
optimality conditions tell us that any maximizer of θ 7→ |ha(θ), yi| must satisfy
1

? 2

1

? 2

(θ − θ1? )c1 e− 4 (θ−θ1 ) + (θ − θ2? )c2 e− 4 (θ−θ2 ) = 0.

(1.5)

Since θ1? 6= θ2? , c1 6= 0, c2 6= 0, this equality cannot be verified by either θ = θ1?
or θ = θ2? . As a consequence, OMP necessarily selects some θ ∈
/ {θ1? , θ2? }.
Nevertheless, we show in this paper that exact recovery in k steps is possible with OMP for some particular families of dictionaries A. Our recovery
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conditions are expressed in terms of the kernel function κ(θ, θ0 ) associated to
the inner product between two atoms, i.e.,
κ(θ, θ0 ) , ha(θ), a(θ0 )i.
(1.6)

0
? k
We show that if the kernel κ θ, θ and the atom parameters {θ` }`=1 verify
some particular conditions (see Section 3.2), then exact recovery in k steps is
possible with OMP. We emphasize moreover that these conditions are satisfied
for a family of kernels of the form:


p
κ(θ, θ0 ) = ϕ kθ − θ0 kp
0 < p ≤ 1,
(1.7)
where k·kp is the `p quasi-norm (norm for p = 1) and ϕ is a completely monotone
function (see Definition 3). This family encompasses the well-known Laplace
kernel [6]. Hereafter, we will refer to kernels taking the form (1.7) as “CMF
kernels”.
A first (perhaps surprising) outcome of our analysis is as follows. If Θ = R
and the dictionary is defined by a CMF kernel (1.7), OMP correctly identifies
any pairwise distinct atom parameters {θ`? }k`=1 ⊂ Θ and coefficients {c` }k`=1 ⊂
R∗ in exactly k iterations for any k ∈ N (see Theorem 3). We emphasize that no
separation (i.e., minimal distance between parameters {θ`? }k`=1 ) is needed. To
our knowledge, this is the first recovery of this kind in continuous dictionaries
when no sign constraint is imposed on the coefficients. It turns out that this
“universal” exact recovery result is valid for very particular families of dictionaries: CMF kernels exhibit a discontinuity in their derivatives (e.g., the partial
derivative of κ with respect to θ when θ = θ0 ) and the space H in which the corresponding dictionary lives is necessarily infinite-dimensional (see Section 3.3).
When Θ = RD with D > 1 and the dictionary is defined by a CMF kernel
(1.7), we show that such an exact recovery result no longer holds (see Example 4). Nevertheless, for dictionaries based on CMF kernels, under an additional
hypothesis (referred to as “axis admissibility”, see Definition 7), we demonstrate
that a form of delayed exact recovery (that is, in more than k iterations) holds.
The number of iterations sufficient to identify a set of k parameters is then
upper-bounded by k D (see Theorem 4). Moreover, under the above-mentioned
hypothesis of axis admissibility, sufficient and necessary conditions for exact
recovery of a given subset1 {θ`? }k`=1 in k steps (irrespective of the choice of the
coefficients {c` }k`=1 ) can be written in terms of a finite number of atoms of the
dictionary (smaller than k D ) including {θ`? }k`=1 (see Theorem 4). We leverage
this result to prove that exact recovery in k steps is possible as soon as the
elements of the subset {θ`? }k`=1 obey some “minimum separation” condition (see
Theorem 5).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 draws connections
with the sparse recovery literature. Section 3.1 elaborates on the main ingredients of the “continuous” setup and defines the notions of recovery that are used
1 Here and in the sequel, when referring to a subset {θ ? }k , we implicitly assume that the
` `=1
elements θ`? are pairwise distinct.
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in the statements of our results. In Section 3.2, we exhibit a sufficient condition
on atom parameters and kernel such that exact recovery of a given set of atom
parameters holds. We then present the family of CMF dictionaries in Section 3.3
and show in Section 3.4 that different forms of recovery can be achieved in these
dictionaries. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4. The technical details
of our results are contained in the appendices of the paper. The proofs of our
main recovery results are exposed in Appendices A and B. Appendix C contains
some auxiliary technical details. Finally, Appendices D and E are dedicated
to some mathematical developments related to two examples discussed in the
paper.
Notations
The following notations will be used in this paper. The symbols R, R∗ , R+ , R∗+
refer to the set of real, non-zero, non-negative and positive numbers, respectively. Boldface lower and upper cases (e.g., g, G) are used to denote (finitedimensional) vectors and matrices, respectively. The notation [i] refers to the
ith element of a vector, and [i, j] for the element at the i-th row and j-th column
of a matrix. Italic boldface letters (e.g., y or a) denote elements of a Hilbert
space H. All-one and all-zero column vectors in Rk are denoted 1k and 0k , respectively. The `-th vector of the canonical basis in RD will be denoted e` . The
notations h·, ·i and k·k refer to the inner product and its induced norm on H,
while k·kp with p > 0 refers to the classical `p (pseudo-) norm on RD . Finally,
calligraphic letters (e.g., S, G) are used to describe finite subsets of the parameter space Θ, while Jm, nK denotes the set of integers i such that m ≤ i ≤ n.
Given S ⊆ Θ, we let S c , Θ\S be the complementary set of S in Θ. The
cardinality of a set is denoted card(·). Finally, if ϕ : R 7→ R is a function,
the notation ϕ(n) refers to its n-th derivative. The main notations used in this
paper are summarized in Appendix F.
2. Related works and state of the art
Over the last decade, sparse representations have sparked a surge of interest in the signal processing, statistics, and machine learning communities.
A question of broad interest which has been addressed by many scientists is
the identification of the “sparsest” representation of an input signal y (that is,
the representation involving the smallest number of elements of A). Since this
problem has been shown to be NP-hard [7], many sub-optimal procedures have
been proposed to approximate its solution.2 Among the most popular, one can
mention methodologies based on convex relaxation and greedy algorithms.
2 The term “sub-optimal” has to be understood in the following sense: these procedures
are heuristics that only find the sparsest solution of the input vector y under some restricted
conditions. They can fail when these conditions do not hold.
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Greedy procedures have a long history in the signal processing and statistical
literature, which can be traced back to (at least) the 60’s [8]. In the signal
processing community, the most popular instances of greedy algorithms are
known under the names of Matching Pursuit (MP) [9], Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (OMP) [5] (also known as Orthogonal Greedy Algorithm (OGA) [10,
11]) and Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) [12]. Although these algorithms were
already known under different names in other communities [13], they have been
“rediscovered” many times, see e.g., [14–16]. Extensions to more general cost
functions and kernel dictionaries are discussed in [17].
Sparse representations based on the resolution of convex optimization problems were initially proposed in geophysics [18] for seismic exploration. These
methods have been popularized in the signal processing community by the seminal work by Chen et al. [19] and by Tibshirani in Statistics [20]. Well-known
instances of convex-relaxation approaches for sparse representations are Basis
Pursuit (BP) [19] and Lasso [20], also known as Basis Pursuit Denoising, which
correspond to different convex optimization formulations. Many algorithmic
solutions to efficiently address these problems have been proposed, see e.g.,
[21–23].
All the early contributions mentioned above have been made in the discrete
setting, where the dictionary contains a finite number of atoms. Although
Mallat and Zhang [9] already defined MP for continuous dictionaries, the wide
practice of MP is in the discrete setting. Greedy sparse approximation in the
context of dictionaries made up of an infinite (possibly uncountable) number of
atoms has only been studied more recently [16, 24, 25]. Practical procedures to
implement greedy procedures in continuous dictionaries can be found in [26–28].
On the side of convex relaxation approaches, it was shown that a continuous version of Lasso can be expressed as a convex optimization problem over
the space of Radon measures [29] and later referred to as the Beurling Lasso
(BLasso) [30]. A continuous version of BP was also proposed [3] for specific
continuous dictionaries by exploiting similar ingredients. Motivated by an increasing demand in efficient solvers, different strategies to find the solution of
this problem (to some accuracy) were proposed over the past few years. When
dealing with dictionaries made up of complex exponentials that depend on a
one-dimensional parameter (that is D = 1), the Blasso problem can be reformulated as a semidefinite program (SDP) [3, 31]. These methods have been further
extended to the multidimensional case by considering SDP approximations of
the problem [32]. The conditional gradient method (CGM) has also proven to be
applicable to address the BLasso problem [29] and further enhanced with nonconvex local optimization extra steps [33–35]. Interestingly, the CGM has been
shown to be equivalent to the so-called exchange method in [36, 37]. More recently, gradient-flow methods on spaces of measures have also been investigated
to address the BLasso problem [38, 39]. Finally, we also mention the existence
of a vast literature on non-convex and non-variational procedures leveraging the
celebrated Prony’s method [40]. Among others, one may cite its extension to
the multivariate case [41], the MUSIC [42] and ESPRIT [43] frameworks, as well
as finite rate of innovation methods [44].
6

Because (most of) the approaches mentioned above (both in the discrete
and continuous settings) are heuristics looking for the sparsest representation
of some y, many theoretical works have been carried out to analyze their performance. Hereafter, we review the contributions of the literature most related
to the present work. In particular, we focus on the contributions dealing with
exact recovery of some subset {θ`? }k`=1 for any choice of the coefficients {c` }k`=1
(sometimes assuming some specific sign patterns). In our discussion, we will use
the short-hand notation S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 and refer to the latter as “support”. Since
we always implicitly assume that the parameters {θ`? }k`=1 are pairwise distinct,
we have card(S ? ) = k. The presentation is organized in two parts, dealing respectively with the discrete and the continuous cases. In the discrete setting, we
restrict our attention to contributions addressing the performance of MP, OMP
and OLS, i.e., the greedy procedures the most connected to the framework of
this paper. In the continuous setting, recovery analysis, including stability and
robustness to noise, have only been addressed for convex-relaxation approaches.
We review these conditions below and draw some similarities and differences
with the guarantees derived for OMP.
2.1. Discrete setting
The discrete setting refers to the case where the dictionary contains a finite
number of elements, that is card(A) < ∞. Hereafter, we will restrict our discussion to parametric dictionaries of the form (1.2) since they are the main focus
of this paper. In this context, the discrete setting refers to card(Θ) < +∞.
Exact Recovery Condition. The first thorough analysis of OMP exact “k-step”
recovery of some S ? , {θ`? }k`=1 is due to Tropp in [45]. Introducing the notations
G[`, `0 ] , κ(θ`? , θ`?0 ),
gθ [`] , κ(θ, θ`? ),

(2.1)

Tropp’s result can be rephrased as follows:
Theorem 1 (Tropp’s ERC). Consider S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 and assume that the atoms
{a(θ`? )}k`=1 are linearly independent. If
∀θ ∈ Θ \ S ? ,

G−1 gθ

1

< 1,

(2.2 − ERC)

Pk
then OMP with y = `=1 c` a(θ`? ) as input unambiguously identifies S ? and
{c` }k`=1 in k iterations for any choice of the coefficients {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ . Conversely, if (2.2 − ERC) is not satisfied, there exist not all-zero coefficients {c` }k`=1
Pk
such that OMP with y = `=1 c` a(θ`? ) as input selects some θ ∈
/ S ? at the first
iteration.
A proof of the direct part of this result can be found in [45, Th. 3.1]. The
converse part is a slight variation of Tropp’s original statement [45, Th. 3.10]
and a proof can be found in e.g., [1, Prop. 3.15].
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Condition (2.2 − ERC) is usually referred to as the “Exact Recovery Condition” in the literature, and simply denoted ERC. Assuming linear independence
of the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 , it can be reformulated in the following (and perhaps
more interpretable) way:
∀r ∈ RS ? \ {0H }, ∀θ ∈ Θ \ S ? ,

|ha(θ), ri| < max
|ha(θ0 ), ri|
0
?
θ ∈S

(2.3)

where RS ? , span({a(θ`? )}k`=1 ). In other words, it implies that OMP always
selects a parameter in S ? during the first k iterations for any input vector y
resulting from the linear combination of the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 . The converse
part shows that (2.2 − ERC) is worst-case necessary in the following sense: if
(2.2 − ERC) is not satisfied, there exists (at least) one non-trivial linear combination of the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 such that OMP selects an element θ ∈
/ S ? at
?
the first iteration; in this case the correct identification of S in k iterations is
obviously not possible.
Interestingly, condition (2.2 − ERC) is also related (along with the linear independence of the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 ) to the success of MP, OLS and some convex relaxation procedures. In [46, Th. 2], the authors showed that (2.2 − ERC)
is also necessary and sufficient for exact k-step recovery of S ? by OLS. Regarding MP, (2.2 − ERC) ensures that the procedure only selects atoms in S ? but
does not imply exact recovery after k iterations of the algorithm since the same
atom can be selected many times (the least-squares update of the coefficients in
Algorithm 1 is not carried out), see e.g., [47, Th. 1]. Finally, in [48, Th. 3] [49,
Th. 8], the authors show that (2.2 − ERC) also ensures correct identification of
S ? by some convex relaxation procedures as e.g., BP or Lasso.
Coherence. Tropp’s condition is of limited practical interest to characterize the
recovery of all supports of size k since it requires to verify that (2.2 − ERC)
holds for any S ? with card(S ? ) = k. In order to circumvent this issue, other
sufficient conditions of success, weaker but easier to evaluate in practice, have
been proposed in the literature. One of the most popular conditions is based
on the coherence µ of a normalized dictionary. Assuming the atoms of the
dictionary are of unit norm, this condition writes (with the convention that
1
0 = +∞):


1
1
k<
1+
(2.4)
2
µ
where
µ , sup |κ(θ, θ0 )|.

(2.5)

θ,θ 0 ∈Θ
θ6=θ 0

Condition (2.4), together with the normalization of the dictionary, implies that
(2.2 − ERC) is verified for any S ? with card(S ? ) ≤ k, and also implies the linear
independence of any group of k atoms of the dictionary. It therefore implies that
OMP and OLS correctly identify any S ? with card(S ? ) ≤ k in exactly card(S ? )
iterations. It also ensures the correct identification of any S ? with card(S ? ) ≤ k
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by BP and Lasso. In [50], the authors emphasize that condition (2.4) can be
slightly relaxed if the coefficients {c` }k`=1 exhibit some decay.
The coherence of the dictionary can be seen as a particular measure of “proximity”3 between the atoms of the dictionary. Other exact recovery conditions,
based on different proximity measures, have been proposed in the literature.
In [45, Th. 3.5], the author derived recovery conditions based on “cumulative
coherence”, whereas in [11, 51–57], guarantees based on “restricted isometry
constants” were proposed. Given that Tropp’s condition is both necessary and
sufficient, all such recovery conditions imply that the ERC holds for any support
of size k.
2.2. Continuous setting
General setup. Sparse representations in continuous dictionaries are basically
characterized by two main ingredients:
i) a parameter set Θ, usually assumed to be a connected subset of RD with
non-empty interior4 or a torus in dimension D. We note that, in this
paper, we restrict our attention to the case where Θ = RD for D ≥ 1.
ii) an “atom” function a : Θ → H, assumed to be continuous and injective.
This type of dictionary appears in numerous signal processing tasks such as
sparse spike deconvolution or super-resolution where one aims to recover finescale details from an under-resolved input signal [3, 18, 35, 59].
Irrelevance of existing analyses. The continuity of a(·) does not allow most of
the analyses performed in the context of discrete dictionaries to be extended
to the continuous framework. In particular, all exact recovery conditions based
on coherence or restricted isometry constants turn out to be violated whenever
dealing with continuous dictionaries. As for the coherence condition (2.4), it
is easy to see that the continuity of a(·) implies the continuity of κ(·, ·) with
respect to both its arguments. This, in turn, implies that µ = 1 (for normalized
atoms) and the coherence-based condition (2.4) is never met, even for k = 1!
In order to circumvent this issue, some specific exact recovery conditions
for continuous dictionaries have been proposed in the literature, see e.g., [3,
4, 30, 60]. We review below the main ingredients grounding these conditions
of recovery. In the context of convex-relaxation approaches, these conditions
originate from the analysis of the associated optimality conditions.
A separation condition for BP for continuous dictionaries. In the context of BP
for continuous dictionaries, the question of exact recovery can bePrephrased as
k
follows: if the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 are linearly independent and y = `=1 c` a(θ`? ),
is the solution of BP for continuous dictionaries unique and equal to a discrete
3µ

= 0 if all the atoms are pairwise orthogonal and µ ' 1 if some atoms are very correlated.
two assumptions implies that Θ is uncountable [58, Ch. 1, Exercise 19d].

4 These
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measure supported on {θ`? }k`=1 with weights {c` }k`=1 ?
The case where each atom is a collection of Fourier coefficients (H = Cm ) has
received a lot of attention due to its connection with the super-resolution problem. Indeed, the latter scenario is equivalent to recovering infinitely resolved
details (the parameters) from some low-pass observation. Without further assumptions on the coefficients, the targeted measure is the unique solution of BP
for continuous dictionaries provided that [3, Th. 1.2 and 1.3]
min
|θ`?0 − θ`? | >
0

`,` ∈J1,kK
`6=`0

C
,
fc

(2.6)

where |· − ·| is the `∞ distance on the D-dimensional torus (maximum deviation
in any coordinate), C is a constant that depends on the parameter dimension
D and fc is the cut-off frequency of the observation low-pass filter. A framing
of the value of C has been proposed by the same authors, further refined in [4,
Cor. 1] and [61, Th. 2.2].
We see that (2.6) implies the recovery of {θ`? }k`=1 and {c` }k`=1 provided
that the elements of {θ`? }k`=1 verify some “minimum separation” condition. Interestingly, as shown in [30, Th. 2.1], this separation condition is no longer
needed when dealing with positive linear combination of atoms (that is, when
all the coefficients {c` }k`=1 are positive). The authors showed moreover that this
separation-free result for positive linear combinations holds for any dictionary
such that the atom function a forms a “Chebyshev system” [62, Ch. 2] and
provided that 2k + 1 observations are available (i.e., dim(H) ≥ 2k + 1).
Dual certificates for the BLasso problem. In [4], the authors derived several dual
certificates for the BLasso problem generalizing the work done by Fuchs for the
Lasso [48] to an infinite-dimensional setup. They first show that the existence of
a “vanishing derivative pre-certificate” [4, Def. 6] is necessary so that the support
of the solution to the BLasso problem is exactly {θ`? }k`=1 [4, Prop. 8]. On the
other hand, they show that a so-called “non degenerate source condition” [4,
Def. 5] is sufficient to ensure the desired recovery [4, Th. 2]. We note that these
two conditions apply on dictionaries made up of differentiable atom functions
a : Θ 7→ H since they involve the first and second order derivatives of the inner
product ha(θ), yi evaluated at {θ`? }k`=1 . This is in contrast with the “CMF”
dictionaries considered in this paper which involve some non-differentiability in
their kernel function, see Section 3.3. Moreover, we also emphasize that both
conditions involve the sign of the coefficients {c` }k`=1 .
The comparison with the discrete case goes even deeper: it can be shown
that the solution of BP for continuous dictionaries is, in some sense, the limit of
the solution of BLasso [4, Prop. 1]. Although out of scope of the present paper,
we also mention the existence of a literature related to the robustness of BLasso
in various noisy settings [4, 63, 64].
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3. Main results
In this section, we present the main results of the paper. In Section 3.1,
we describe the constitutive ingredients of the “continuous” setup addressed in
this work and provide a rigorous definition of the notions of exact recovery that
will be used in our statements. Our main results are presented in Sections 3.2
and 3.4. The family of “CMF dictionaries”, central to our results in Section 3.4,
is introduced in Section 3.3.
3.1. Main ingredients
We first present the three main properties that a “continuous” dictionary
should verify, see (3.4a), (3.4b) and (3.6) below. We then elaborate on some
differences between the implementation of OMP in the discrete and continuous
settings. We finally give a precise definition of the notions of recovery that will
be used in the statements of our results.
Continuous dictionary. First, the space Θ is usually assumed to be a connected
metric space or a torus in dimension D. Hereafter, for the sake of conciseness, we
will restrict our attention to the case where Θ = RD and assume that the kernel
associated to the atoms obeys some vanishing property (see (3.6) below).5 A
second common working hypothesis in the “continuous” setup is the continuity
of function a : Θ → H, that is
lim ka(θ0 ) − a(θ)k = 0 ∀θ ∈ Θ.

θ 0 →θ

(3.1)

In this paper, we will moreover suppose that the atoms of the dictionary are
normalized:
ka(θ)k = 1 ∀θ ∈ Θ.
(3.2)
In the sequel,recovery conditions will be expressed as a function of the induced
kernel κ θ, θ0 :
κ(θ, θ0 ) , ha(θ), a(θ0 )i
∀θ, θ0 ∈ Θ.
(3.3)
The “continuity” and “unit-norm” properties are equivalent to:

“unit norm” :
κ θ, θ = 1 ∀θ ∈ Θ,

“continuity” : lim
κ θ, θ0 = 1 ∀θ ∈ Θ.
0
θ →θ

Moreover, we have from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that

κ θ, θ0 ≤ 1,
∀θ, θ0 ∈ Θ.

(3.4a)
(3.4b)

(3.5)

5 Our results can be adapted to any set Θ such that step 6 of Algorithm 1 is well-posed,
that is, at least one maximizer exists.
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Lastly, in this work, we will restrict our attention to kernels that vanish at
infinity, i.e.,
∀ ε > 0, ∀θ ∈ Θ , ∃K compact:

sup κ(θ0 , θ) < ε,

(3.6)

θ 0 ∈K c

where K c is the complement of K in Θ. This covers the case where Θ is compact,
by simply considering K = Θ with the convention supθ0 ∈∅ κ = 0.
OMP in continuous dictionaries. Although Algorithm 1 corresponds to the
standard definition of OMP in the discrete setting, its implementation in continuous dictionaries leads to two major differences. First, the “atom selection”
step in Line 6 does not necessarily admit a maximizer. In such a case, the recursions defined in Algorithm 1 are ill-posed since the procedure cannot elucidate
the maximization problem in Line 6. Second, even if a maximizer exists, solving
the “atom selection” problem may be computationally intractable. In particular, the function to be maximized in Line 6 may have many local maxima and
the problem is indeed NP-hard in certain cases (e.g., when the maximization
step involves a rank-1 approximation of a tensor [65, Th. 1.13] as in [66]), while
in other cases it is easy (for example, the SVD can be revisited in this framework and solved up to numerical precision [67, Sec. 2.2]). The maximization
problem of Line 6 also appears in Frank-Wolfe type algorithms [35], where existing theoretical guarantees also hold under the hypothesis that this step can
be solved.
In this paper, for the sake of simplifying our theoretical analysis, we will nevertheless stick to the idealistic version of OMP described in Algorithm 1. The
results presented in this work should therefore be considered more for the theoretical insights they provide into the behavior of OMP in continuous dictionaries
than for their practical implications.
In our theoretical analysis we will only have to deal with residuals r which
can be written as a linear combination of a finite number of atoms of A. In such
a case, the following lemma shows that a maximizer to the “atom selection”
problem always exists:
Lemma 1. Let A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ Θ} be a continuous dictionary with kernel
κ(θ, θ0 ) , ha(θ), a(θ0 )i verifying the continuity property (3.4b) and vanishing
property (3.6). Then
arg max|ha(θ), ri| =
6 ∅

(3.7)

θ∈Θ

whenever r ∈ H\{0H } is a finite linear combination of elements of A.
A proof of this statement is available in Appendix C.1.
We finally emphasize that the solution to the OMP recursions may not be
unique. Indeed, in situations where the “atom selection” problem in Line 6
b
admits several solutions, there may exist several output sets, Sb and {c` }k`=1 ,
verifying OMP recursions. Hereafter, given an observation vector y, we will call
any set Sb which can be generated by OMP with y as input, as a “reachable
support”.
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Notions of recovery. The recovery results stated in the next sections of the
paper will involve the following notions of success: “exact k-step recovery of
S ? ” and “exact S-delayed recovery of S ? ”. We devote the remainder of this
section to rigorously defining these two notions.
We say that OMP achieves exact recovery of coefficients {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗
and atom parameters S ? , {θ`? }k`=1 if {c` }k`=1 and S ? can be unambiguously
b
identified from any reachable outputs of OMP (Sb and {b
c` }k`=1 ) run with y =
Pk
?
`=1 c` a(θ` ) as input. We note that a simple necessary and sufficient condition
for exact recovery of {c` }k`=1 and S ? reads
b
S ? ⊆ S,

(3.8)

b This can be seen from the following arguments.
for each reachable support S.
If there is a reachable support such that Sb + S ? , then exact recovery is obvib
ously not attained since there exists some θ`? ∈ S ? that is not identified in S.
?
b
Conversely, if S ⊆ S holds, one must have
(
b
c` = c` if θb` ∈ S ?
(3.9)
∀` ∈ J1, b
kK,
b
c` = 0 otherwise,
b selected by OMP are always linearly indepenbecause the atoms {a(θ) : θ ∈ S}
? k
dent and y ∈ span({a(θ` )}`=1 ). Therefore, S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 can be unambiguously
b
identified from the non-zero elements of {b
c` }k`=1 .
In the literature related to the conditions of success of OMP, a distinction is
b and “S ? ⊆ S”:
b the former is referred
usually made between the cases “S ? = S”
to as “k-step recovery” because it implies that OMP identifies S ? and {c` }k`=1
in exactly k steps; the latter is known as “delayed recovery” because OMP may
require (if the inclusion is strict) to carry out more than k iterations to identify
S ? and {c` }k`=1 .
In this paper we will focus on conditions ensuring the correct identification
of a given support S ? of cardinality k for any choice of the non-zero weighting
coefficients {c` }k`=1 . The notions of “exact k-step recovery of S ? ” and “exact
S-delayed recovery of S ? ” announced at the beginning of this section then read
as follows. We say that OMP achieves “exact k-step recovery of S ? ” if S ? = Sb
b This implies that
for any choice of {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ and any reachable output S.
there is only one reachable output. Moreover, given some set S ⊂ Θ, we say
that OMP achieves “exact S-delayed recovery of S ? ” if
S ? ⊆ Sb ⊆ S

(3.10)

b “S-delayed recovfor any choice of {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ and any reachable output S.
ery” can be regarded as a refined version of “delayed recovery” where the set of
parameters that OMP may select is guaranteed to belong to some set S ⊇ S ? .
Uninterestingly this is always the case with S = Θ, so what will be important
in our results is to establish conditions such that we can identify a finite set S,
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determined by the only specification of S ? , such that S-delayed recovery of S ?
holds. We note that S-delayed recovery implies that OMP identifies S ? in at
most card(S) iterations. Finally, we emphasize that “exact S ? -delayed recovery
of S ? ” is equivalent to “exact k-step recovery of S ? ”. We will sometimes use
the former in the formulation of our results to have more compact statements.
We will also always implicitly assume that OMP achieves k-step recovery of
S ? when S ? = ∅ since this implies that y = 0H and OMP returns the empty
support Sb = ∅ at iteration 0 in this case.
3.2. Exact recovery of a given support: sufficient conditions
In this section, we highlight some instrumental properties of the dictionary
A and support S ? which allow OMP to achieve exact card(S)-step recovery of
each S ⊆ S ? (see Theorem 2). These conditions are the basis of our results on
“CMF dictionaries” stated in Section 3.4.
We first notice that, in the context of continuous dictionaries, the k-step
analysis of Theorem 1 still applies: condition (2.2 − ERC) along with the linear
independence of the atoms {a(θ` )}k`=1 are still necessary and sufficient for exact
recovery of a support S ? .6 However, the standard formulation
max

θ∈Θ\S ?

G−1 gθ

1

< 1,

(3.11)

equivalent to (2.2 − ERC) in the discrete setting, does no longer hold in the case
of continuous dictionaries as the supremum
sup

G−1 gθ

θ∈Θ\S ?

1

(3.12)

is always at least 1.7
In order to circumvent this problem, we identify below two simpler conditions, respectively on the dictionary A (via its induced kernel κ) and the support
S ? , which imply that the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 are linearly independent and that
(2.2 − ERC) is verified, see Theorem 2 below. The following definition includes
assumptions on the kernel ensuring that the dictionary atoms are normalized,
and that the atom function θ 7→ a(θ) is injective and continuous.
Definition 1 (Admissible kernel). A kernel κ is said to be admissible if:
i) it verifies (3.4) and (3.6).

ii) 0 ≤ κ θ, θ0 < 1 for any θ =
6 θ0 .
By extension, a dictionary A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ Θ} is said to be admissible if its
induced kernel is admissible.
6 We

note in particular that (2.2 − ERC) ensures that the “atom selection” step in Line 6
of Algorithm 1 is well-defined since the maximizers are ensured to belong to the finite set S ? .
7 Indeed, first notice that G−1 g
?
θ 1 = 1 for all θ ∈ S . One then obtains that the
−1
supremum is at least 1 by continuity of θ 7→ G gθ 1 .
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Definition 2 (Admissible support with respect to kernel κ). A support S ? =
{θ`? }k`=1 is admissible with respect to a kernel κ if the following holds for any
non-empty
subset T ⊆ J1, kK and any positive coefficients {c` }`∈T ⊂ R∗+ such
P
that `∈T c` < 1:
i) The set of global maximizers of
ψ : Θ −→ R
+
X
θ 7−→
c` κ(θ, θ`? ) ,

(3.13)

`∈T

is a subset of {θ`? }`∈T .
ii) If ` ∈ J1, kK \ T satisfies ψ(θ) − κ(θ, θ`? ) ≤ 0 for all θ ∈ {θ`?0 }`0 ∈T , then
∀θ ∈ Θ ,

ψ(θ) − κ(θ, θ`? ) ≤ 0.

(3.14)

By extension, the support S ? is said to be admissible with respect to dictionary
A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ Θ} if S ? is admissible with respect to the kernel induced by A.
With these definitions, our first recovery result reads:
Theorem 2. Assume A is admissible and S ? is admissible with respect to A.
Then, OMP achieves exact card(S)-step recovery of each S ⊆ S ? .
A proof of this result is available in Appendix A. Theorem 2 provides some
sufficient conditions for exact card(S)-step recovery of any S ⊆ S ? via the
definitions of “admissible dictionary” and “admissible support”. In particular,
the conditions of Theorem 2 imply that (2.2 − ERC) is satisfied for any S ⊆ S ? .
As we will see in Section 3.4, the admissibility of A and S ? may be much easier
to prove in some cases than verifying directly that (2.2 − ERC) holds.
As the admissibility conditions stated in Definitions 1 and 2 may appear
somewhat technical, we discuss hereafter the different items appearing in these
definitions in order to shed some light on the scope of Theorem 2.
In Definition 1, (3.4) ensures that the kernel κ induced by A is continuous and that the dictionary A only contains unit-norm atoms. The continuity
assumption is crucial in the derivation of our result since it induces a specific structure on the dictionary. The unit-norm hypothesis is only secondary
but allows to avoid some unnecessary technicalities in the proofs. Hypothesis
(3.6) ensures the well-posedness of the “atom selection” step in Line 6 of Algorithm 1, see Lemma 1. Finally, 0 ≤ κ(θ, θ0 ) implies that the inner product
between two atoms of A is always nonnegative, whereas κ(θ, θ0 ) < 1 guarantees
that a(θ) 6= a(θ0 ) for θ 6= θ0 , i.e., that θ 7→ a(θ) is an injective function (remember that we assume κ(θ, θ) = 1 for all θ ∈ Θ; the fact that atoms are distinct
is thus a direct consequence of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality). The atoms
a(θ) 6= a(θ0 ) for θ 6= θ0 being normalized, distinct, and positively correlated,
they are also linearly independent.
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As for Definition 2, item i) ensures that a correct atom selection always
8
occurs when the residual r is a positive combination
Pk of the?atoms of the support
and the kernel κ is admissible. Indeed, if r = `=1 c` a(θ` ) with c1 , . . . , ck > 0
and the kernel is admissible then from Definition 1
|ha(θ), ri| =

k
X

c` κ(θ, θ`? ).

(3.15)

`=1

In such a case, item i) of Definition 2 then implies
arg max |ha(θ), ri| ⊆ S ? .

(3.16)

θ∈Θ

Item ii) of Definition 2 does not have such a simple interpretation but a careful
inspection of our proof in Appendix A shows that this condition is instrumental
for deriving the result stated in Theorem 2. Altogether, given some admissible
dictionary A, Theorem 2 allows us to establish recovery results valid without
sign constraints by only proving the two assumptions gathered in Definition 2,
which somehow correspond to establishing the result for the easier case of positive combinations of atoms.
3.3. CMF dictionaries
In the next section, we will particularize Theorem 2 to a family of dictionaries
whose kernel is defined via a completely monotone function (CMF). In this
section, we provide a precise definition of this family of dictionaries and some
of their properties that will be used throughout the paper.
We first recall the definition of a CMF:
Definition 3 (CMF [68, Def. 7.1]). A function ϕ : R+ 7−→ R is completely
monotone on [0, +∞[ if it is infinitely differentiable on ]0, +∞[, right continuous
at 0, and if its derivatives obey
(−1)n ϕ(n) (x) ≥ 0

∀x, n ∈ R∗+ × N.

(3.17)

As described in the following example, many well-known functions are CMFs:
Example 2. The following functions are completely monotone [6]:
• the function x 7→ e−λx for λ > 0 which gives birth to the Laplace kernel,
• the function x 7→

1
1+λx

for λ > 0,

• ratios of modified Bessel functions of the first kind,
• a subset of the confluent hypergeometric functions (Kummer’s function),
8 In particular, we note that if item i) of Definition 2 is true, then its conclusion still holds
P
without the hypothesis “ `∈T c` < 1”.
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• a subset of the Gauss hypergeometric functions.
By definition, CMFs are non-negative, non-increasing and convex functions.
Moreover, they admit an integral formulation in terms of Laplace transform of
a Borel measure:
Lemma 2 (Bernstein-Widder theorem, [68, Th. 7.11]). A function ϕ is completely monotone on [0, +∞[ if and only if there exists a non-negative finite
measure ν on Borel sets of [0, +∞[ such that
Z +∞
e−ux dν(u),
(3.18)
ϕ(x) =
0

where the integral converges for all x ≥ 0 since ν is finite and e−ux ≤ 1.
We note for example that the Laplace kernel (see Example 2) is a CMF with
representation measure equal to ν = δλ with λ > 0.
In the sequel we will consider the following class of kernels and dictionaries
whose definitions rely on the concept of CMF:
Definition 4 (CMF kernel and dictionary). The class of CMF kernels in dimension D ≥ 1, denoted KCMF (D), consists of all kernels κ : RD × RD → R∗+
such that


p
κ(θ, θ0 ) = ϕ kθ − θ0 kp
∀θ, θ0 ∈ RD
(3.19)
where ϕ is a CMF verifying ϕ(0) = 1, limx→+∞ ϕ(x) = 0 and 0 < p ≤ 1.
By extension, we say that A is a CMF dictionary in dimension D ≥ 1 if its
induced kernel belongs to KCMF (D).
We note that the constraint ϕ(0) = 1 in the previous definition ensures that
the “unit-norm” hypothesis (3.4a) is satisfied. We also mention that the constraint limx→+∞ ϕ(x) = 0 is necessary so that CMF kernels satisfy the vanishing
property (3.6).
At this point, a legitimate question is whether kernel (3.19) can be induced
by some dictionary A? The answer is positive and is a corollary of the following
lemma:
Lemma 3. Let ϕ : R+ → R be a CMF such that ϕ(0) = 1, limx→∞ ϕ(x) = 0
and 0 < p ≤ 1. Then, any function of the form
ρ : RD −→ R
ω 7−→ ϕ(kωkpp )

(3.20)

is positive definite.
A proof of this result is provided in Appendix B.1. We refer the reader to
[68, Def. 6.1] for a precise definition of positive (semi-) definite functions and
[68, Th. 6.2] for a review of some of their basic properties. In particular, the
positive definite nature of ϕ(k · kpp ) used in conjunction with standard results
in the theory of “reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces” (see e.g., [69, Th. 3.11])
implies the following corollary:
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Corollary 1 (Existence of CMF dictionaries). For any κ ∈ KCMF (D), there
exists some Hilbert space H and some (continuous) function a : RD → H
such that (3.3) holds. Moreover, any finite collection of distinct elements from
A = {a(θ) : θ ∈ RD } is linearly independent.
We see from the last part of the corollary that CMF dictionaries are necessarily defined in infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces H. If not, any collection of
dim(H) + 1 elements of A would be linearly dependent which is in contradiction
with Corollary 1. The next example exhibits a family of atoms in H = L2 (R)
which is a CMF dictionary in R.
Example 3. Let Θ = R and consider the dictionary A defined by
a : R −→ L2 (R)
θ 7−→ fθ (t) =

√

2λ e−λ(t−θ) 1{t≥θ} (t)

(3.21)

for some λ > 0, where 1{t≥θ} is the “indicator” function which is equal to 1 if
t ≥ θ and 0 otherwise. Straightforward calculations both show that ka(θ)k = 1
for any
the inner product in H = L2 (R) between two atoms writes
 θ 0 and

0
a θ ,a θ
= e−λ|θ−θ | . The latter function corresponds to the so-called
“Laplace kernel”. This kernel is an element of KCMF (1) according to Example 2.
We conclude this section by introducing a particular CMF kernel which will
be used in the statement of some of our results in Section 3.4:
Definition 5 (Generalized Laplace kernel and dictionary). The class of Generalized Laplace kernels in dimension D, denoted KLap (D), consists of all kernels
κ : RD × RD → R∗+ such that
0 p

κ(θ, θ0 ) = e−λkθ−θ kp

∀θ, θ0 ∈ RD

(3.22)

where λ > 0 and 0 < p ≤ 1.
By extension, a Generalized
Laplace dictionary in dimension D ≥ 1 is a collec
tion of atoms A = a(θ) : θ ∈ RD whose induced kernel belongs to KLap (D).
One immediately sees that KLap (D) ⊂ KCMF (D) since the function t 7→ e−λt
defined on R+ is a CMF (see Example 2).
3.4. Recovery conditions in CMF dictionaries
In this section, we provide recovery results for OMP in CMF dictionaries.
The proofs of our results are based on the sufficient conditions presented in
Theorem 2 and are reported in Appendix B. A first surprising result holds
when Θ = R:
Theorem 3. Assume A is a CMF dictionary in dimension 1. Then, OMP
achieves exact card(S ? )-step recovery of each finite support S ? ⊂ R.
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In essence, Theorem 3 identifies a class of dictionaries for which exact k-step
recovery is possible for any support S ? of any finite size k. We note that the
notions of exact recovery of a support S ? defined in Section 3.1 do not involve
any sign constraint on the coefficients {c` }k`=1 used to generate the observation vector y. As a comparison, the results ensuring the success of continuous
BP/BLasso with no sign constraints on {c` }k`=1 require some “minimum separation condition” between parameters {θ`? }k`=1 to hold (see (2.6) and related
discussion). Conversely, the recovery results for BLasso obtained in [30] without
separation condition require weighting coefficients {c` }k`=1 to be positive. The
novelty of Theorem 3 is thus a separation-free recovery result for any signed
finite linear combination of atoms. The strength of the result obtained in Theorem 3 comes however at a price: it applies to a specific family of dictionaries,
namely CMF dictionaries. In particular, as mentioned in Section 3.3, the space
H in which CMF dictionaries live is necessarily infinite-dimensional, and the
corresponding kernels exhibit a discontinuity in all their partial derivatives at
θ = θ0 ∈ Θ. Another price to pay is that the recovery guarantees are for
OMP, an algorithm explicitly involving the search for the global maximum of
an optimization problem, cf Line 6 of Algorithm 1.
In higher dimension D > 1, the “universal” exact recovery result stated in
Theorem 3 no longer holds, as shown in the next example. More precisely, if
D ≥ 3, we emphasize that there always exists a configuration of parameters
{θ`? }k`=1 such that OMP fails at the first iteration for some {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ :
Example 4. Let D ≥ 3 and 3 ≤ k ≤ D. Consider S ? , {θ`? }k`=1 ⊂ RD and
∆ > 0 such that
kθ`? − θ`?0 kpp
kθ`? − 0D kpp

= 2∆p
= ∆p

∀` 6= `0
∀`.


Let a : RD 7→ H define a CMF dictionary in RD with kernel κ = ϕ k· − ·kpp .
We next show that, if ∆ is sufficiently small, there always exists a linear combination of {a(θ`? )}k`=1 such that OMP selects a parameter not in S ? at the first
iteration.
Pk
?
Let us consider y =
`=1 c` a(θ` ) and assume that all coefficients c` are
equal. We then have
kϕ(∆p )
ha(0D ), yi
=
.
ha(θ`? ), yi
1 + (k − 1)ϕ(2∆p )

(3.23)

Then, θ = 0D will be preferred to all “ground-truth” parameters θ`? at the first
iteration of OMP as soon as the quantity in (3.23) is larger than 1, or, equivalently,
(k − 1)ϕ(2∆p ) − kϕ(∆p ) + 1 < 0.
(3.24)
Let us show that (3.24) holds whenever ∆p is “sufficiently small”. For simplicity, consider first the case where ϕ(t) = e−λt with λ > 0. Condition (3.24)
writes
(k − 1)x2 − kx + 1 < 0
(3.25)
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p

with x = ϕ(∆p ) = e−λ∆ . As k ≥ 3, the left-hand side of (3.25) is a second order polynomial with two distinct roots, namely (k −1)−1 and 1. Therefore, OMP
−1
prefers 0D as soon as (k − 1) < x < 1 or, equivalently, ∆p < λ−1 log(k − 1).
The latter condition implies a necessary separation condition such that OMP
does not fail at the first iteration. We note that it is possible to draw similar conclusions whenever ϕ is a CMF function right-differentiable at zero. The
proof of this result requires extra work that is detailed in Appendix D.
Although a “universal” k-step recovery result such as Theorem 3 no longer
holds in CMF dictionaries when D > 1, it is nevertheless possible to show that
some form of exact recovery of a support S ? is possible under an additional
condition on the kernel induced by the CMF dictionary (see Theorem 4). This
additional condition is referred to as “axis admissibility” hereafter and is encapsulated in Definition 7 below. Before moving on to this definition, it is necessary
to introduce the notions of “Cartesian grid” and “set augmenter operator”:
Definition 6 (Cartesian grid). A finite set G ⊂ RD is a Cartesian grid in
dimension D ≥ 1 if there exists D one-dimensional finite sets {Sd }D
d=1 such
that
D
Y
Sd ,
(3.26)
G=
d=1

where

Q

denotes the Cartesian product.

We moreover define the following “set augmenter” operator that, given a finite
set S ⊂ RD , returns the smallest Cartesian grid containing S:
Grid(S) ,

D n
o
Y
θ[d] : θ ∈ S .

(3.27)

d=1

It is quite straightforward to see that S ⊆ Grid(S) for any finite set S ⊂ RD and
that the operator Grid is idempotent. We illustrate the definition of Grid(S) in
Fig. 1 in dimension D = 2 for S = {θ1 , θ2 , θ3 }.
We are now ready to introduce the notion of “axis admissibility”:
Definition 7 (Axis admissibility with respect to a kernel). A Cartesian grid
QD
card(G)
is said to be axis admissible with respect to a kernel
G = d=1 Sd = {θ` }`=1
card(G)
κ if and only if ∀d ∈ J1, DK, ∀θ ∈ RD with θ[d] = 0 and ∀{c` }`=1
⊂ R such
that the function
card(G)
X
fd (t) =
c` κ(θ + ted , θ` )
(3.28)
`=1

is not identically zero, we have
∅=
6 arg max fd (t) ⊆ Sd .
t∈R
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(3.29)

θ4

θ5

θ2

θ1

θ6
θ8

θ7

θ3

θ9

Figure 1: Illustration in dimension D = 2 with k = 3 of the definition of the set augmenter
Grid defined in (3.27). The blue points, denoted θ` for ` ∈ {1, 2, 3}, form the support S. The
red points, denoted θ` , ` ∈ J4, 9K represent the elements of Grid(S) \ S.

By extension, a Cartesian grid G is said to be axis admissible with respect to a
dictionary A if it is axis admissible with respect to the kernel induced by A.
The notion of axis admissibility will be central in our next result to ensure the
exact recovery of some support S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 in a CMF dictionary. In particular,
we will see that axis admissibility of Grid(S ? ) ensures exact Grid(S ? )-delayed
recovery of each S ⊆ S ? . Moreover, exact S ? -delayed recovery of each S ⊆ S ?
is achievable by combining axis admissibility of Grid(S ? ) with the following
restricted version of the ERC:9
max

θ ∈ Grid(S ? )\S ?

G−1 gθ

1

< 1

(3.30-R-ERC)

where
G[`, `0 ] , ha(θ`? ), a(θ`?0 )i
gθ [`] , ha(θ), a(θ`? )i

∀`, `0 ∈ J1, kK
.
∀` ∈ J1, kK

(3.31)

Formally, our next result writes as follows:
Theorem 4. Let A be a CMF dictionary in RD with induced kernel κ and let
S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 .
• If Grid(S ? ) is axis admissible with respect to κ, then OMP achieves Grid(S ? )delayed recovery of each S ⊆ S ? . If (3.30-R-ERC) moreover holds, OMP
achieves S ? -delayed recovery of each S ⊆ S ? .
9 We remind the reader that G is invertible as the Gram matrix of a set of linearly independent atoms (see Corollary 1).
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• Conversely, if (3.30-R-ERC) does not hold, there exists not all-zero coefPk
ficients {c` }k`=1 such that OMP with y = `=1 c` a(θ`? ) as input selects
some θ ∈
/ S ? at the first iteration.
A first outcome of Theorem 4 is a (pessimistic) upper bound on the number
of iterations needed to identify S ? when A is a CMF dictionary and Grid(S ? ) is
axis admissible with respect to the kernel induced by A. In particular, the first
part of the theorem states that OMP needs no more than card(Grid(S ? )) ≤ k D
iterations to succeed. As shown in the second part of the theorem, this (rather
pessimistic) upper bound on the number of iterations can be decreased to k if an
additional restricted ERC (3.30-R-ERC) is verified. Interestingly, whereas the
parameter space Θ is a continuum, (3.30-R-ERC) only depends on a finite subset
of the elements of Θ (namely Grid(S ? )) and its numerical evaluation is therefore
possible. We will see in Theorem 5 below, that this restricted ERC allows us to
derive a separability condition for exact k-step recovery in Generalized Laplace
dictionaries. Besides, we note that additional strategies could be investigated
to improve the upper bound, exploiting, e.g., coefficients decay [50].
In our next result, we show that the property of “axis admissibility” can be
(at least) satisfied for some CMF dictionaries. In particular, the next lemma
emphasizes that any Cartesian grid is axis admissible for Generalized Laplace
dictionaries (see Definition 5):
Lemma 4. Let A be a Generalized Laplace dictionary in RD . Then all Cartesian grids G are admissible with respect to A.
A proof of this result is given in Appendix B.4. Combining this lemma with
Theorem 4 immediately leads to the following corollary:
Corollary 2. Let A be a Generalized Laplace dictionary in RD . Then OMP
achieves exact Grid(S ? )-delayed recovery of each finite support S ? ⊂ RD .
Interestingly, although Example 4 showed that exact card(S ? )-step recovery
does not hold for arbitrary S ? in CMF dictionaries, Corollary 2 emphasizes that
exact Grid(S ? )-delayed recovery is achievable by OMP in Generalized Laplace
dictionaries for any S ? and any k = card(S ? ) ∈ N∗ . Following our remark below
Theorem 4, OMP is thus ensured to identify any support of size k in at most
k D iterations in this type of dictionaries. Similar to Theorem 3, no separation
assumptions nor sign constraints are needed here to ensure our recovery result,
although it applies to a very specific family of dictionaries. We will see in
Theorem 5 below that adding some separation condition on the elements of S ?
enables to verify (3.30-R-ERC) and therefore leads to an exact-recovery result
in at most k steps.
Before moving on to the statement of this result, let us mention that, although Lemma 4 shows that any Cartesian grid is axis admissible with respect
to Generalized Laplace dictionaries, such a result does in general not hold for
CMF dictionaries without extra assumptions on the grid. Nevertheless, our
empirical evidence suggests that the admissible grid assumption is only an artifact of our proof technique. We conjecture that Theorem 4 remains valid even
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when the Cartesian grid G is not axis admissible. To support our conjecture, we
show in Appendix E that the second part of Theorem 4 still holds for any CMF
dictionary and for any S ? ⊂ RD with card(S ? ) = 2, even though Grid(S ? ) is
generally not axis admissible. The proof of this kind of result in the general
case is still under investigation.
In the last result of this section, we particularize (3.30-R-ERC) to derive
a separation condition on the elements of S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 that ensures exact
card(S)-step recovery of each S ⊆ S ? in Generalized Laplace dictionaries.
We first note that, following standard results of the literature (see e.g., [45]),
(3.30-R-ERC) can be relaxed to a mutual coherence condition:
µ<

1
2k − 1

(3.32)

where
µ ,

max

θ,θ 0 ∈Grid(S ? )
θ6=θ 0

|ha(θ), a(θ0 )i|.

(3.33)

Our separation result is then a simple consequence of this mutual coherence
condition:
Theorem 5. Let A be a Generalized Laplace dictionary in RD with parameters
λ > 0 and 0 < p ≤ 1. Consider S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 and let
∆0 , min min {|θ`? [d] − θ`?0 [d]| : `, `0 ∈ J1, kK s.t. θ`? [d] 6= θ`?0 [d]} .

(3.34)

d∈J1,DK

If
log(2k − 1)
λ
then, OMP achieves exact card(S)-steps recovery of each S ⊆ S ? .
∆p0 ≥

(3.35)

Proof. By definition of ∆0 and of Grid(S ? ), we have kθ − θ0 kpp ≥ ∆p0 for all
θ, θ0 ∈ Grid(S ? ). Hence, using the definition of the mutual coherence in (3.33)
we have µ = exp(−λkθ − θ0 kpp ) for some θ, θ0 ∈ S ? so µ ≤ exp(−λ∆p0 ) and (3.35)
implies that µ < (2k − 1)−1 holds.
Theorem 5 states that, with Generalized Laplace dictionaries, OMP recovers
any linear combination of k sufficiently separated atoms in k steps. Although
condition (3.35) is expressed in terms of minimal distance between parameters,
it can be seen as a condition on the mutual coherence between atoms. However,
in contrast to the discrete case, this mutual coherence guarantee is only related
to a particular finite subset of the (continuous) Generalized Laplace dictionary,
namely the atoms with parameters in Grid(S ? ).
Furthermore, condition (3.35) is reminiscent of the separation condition for
off-the-grid super-resolution proposed in [3], see (2.6). The so-called separation
condition discussed in (2.6) is expressed on a D-dimensional torus preventing
also high values of k. For example, in a unit-length 1-dimensional torus and
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with the notations of (2.6), the minimum separation condition for BP requires
k ≤ fCc − 1. Note however that these results involve different dictionaries and
settings making relevant comparison tedious.
4. Conclusion - discussion
In this work, we have shown that the study of the recovery properties of
greedy procedures such Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) can be extended
to the setting of continuous dictionaries where the atoms continuously depend
on some parameters. Capitalizing on the formulation of OMP in terms of inner products between atoms, our results rely on the properties of the kernel
implicitly defined by the inner product between atoms. More particularly, we
have identified two key notions which we have called admissible kernel and admissible support, that are sufficient to ensure exact recovery irrespective of the
value of the coefficients involved in the representation. For the class of CMF
dictionaries, we have shown that when the dimension of the parameter space is
1, all implicitly defined kernels as well as all supports are admissible. Up to our
knowledge, this is the first class of kernels for which no separation is needed to
achieve exact recovery, even for signed combinations of atoms. However, such
a “universal” recovery result comes at a price since CMF dictionaries can only
live in infinite-dimensional observation spaces H and the corresponding kernels
exhibit some discontinuities in their derivatives.
Although exact recovery can also be ensured for CMF dictionaries with a parameter space of dimension greater then 1, extra conditions have to be imposed
on the support to be recovered, as some supports may not be admissible anymore. The cornerstone of our analysis in the multi-dimensional case is the
notion of axis admissible Cartesian grid. Indeed, axis admissibility is sufficient
to allow OMP to identify supports, leading to a form of “delayed recovery” for
all supports of size k embedded in some admissible Cartesian grid. For such
supports, exact k-step recovery can also be achieved whenever a condition on a
finite number of (known) atoms is fulfilled. In the special case of Generalized
Laplace dictionaries, any Cartesian grid turns out to be axis admissible, and
a simplified coherence-based analysis can be revisited, leading to exact k-step
recovery under a minimal separation condition.
We now review some prospects of this work:
Beyond axis-admissible grids for CMF kernels. Our analysis for multi-dimensional
parameter sets relies on the notion of axis-admissible grids. While axis admissibility holds for any grid with respect to Generalized Laplace dictionaries, this
is apparently no longer the case with respect to more general CMF dictionaries. Even for grids which seem to violate the axis-admissibility condition with
respect to a CMF dictionary, empirical evidence suggests that Theorem 4 remains valid. As a first step towards a better understanding of this phenomenon,
we showed in Appendix E that, for supports of size 2, axis-admissibility is not
necessary for the conclusion of Theorem 4 to hold.
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Connection with TV-minimization. In light of the existing links between Tropp’s
ERC [45] and recovery guarantees for `1 minimization [49], an interesting question is whether the guarantees developed in this paper can be extended to sparse
spike recovery with total variation norm minimization (see Section 2). More
particularly, one could benefit from the null-space properties for measures [30]
which characterize the solution of the continuous version of Basis Pursuit. Such
a connection may yield support recovery results for signed combinations of atoms
with TV-norm minimization without separation conditions.
Robustness to estimation error. In the discrete setting, one advantage of greedy
procedures over convex relaxations is that the associated recovery guarantees
involve solutions provided by actual algorithms rather than merely expressed
as the minimizer of some optimization problem. In the continuous setting, this
has to be tempered with the fact that implementing OMP requires a (possibly
intractable) global maximization procedure at each iteration. Our current analysis does not take into account the resulting numerical estimation error or the
fact that there may be spurious local maxima. One could envision overcoming
some of these limitations by analyzing the behavior of OMP when a small error
is systematically done when maximizing the inner product in Line 6 of Algorithm 1. Note that such an approximation error may also be useful to account
for discretized implementations of the latter step of OMP using a fine grid over
the parameter set Θ.
A. Proof of Theorem 2
Let S ⊆ S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 . Without loss of generality, we assume that S =
6 ∅
?
? card(S)
corresponds to the first card(S) elements of S , that is S = {θ` }`=1 .
We first notice that, as a direct consequence of Definition 2, if S ? is admissible with respect to κ then any S ⊆ S ? is also admissible with respect to κ.
The result stated in Theorem 2 is then a direct consequence of Theorem 1 and
the following proposition:
card(S)

Proposition 1. Assume kernel κ is admissible and S = {θ`? }`=1
sible with respect to κ. Then we have that

is admis-

i) the atoms {a(θ`? )}k`=1 are linearly independent,
ii) ∀ θ ∈ Θ\S , G−1 gθ

1

< 1, where

G[`, `0 ] , κ(θ`? , θ`?0 )
gθ [`] ,

∀`, `0 ∈ J1, card(S)K

κ(θ, θ`? )

∀` ∈ J1, card(S)K.

We thus spend the rest of this section in proving Proposition 1.
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(A.1)
(A.2)

card(S)

Proof of item i) of Proposition 1. Let {c` }`=1
⊂ R be such that y ,
Pcard(S)
?
c` a(θ` ) = 0H , and let T be the set of indices such that c` 6= 0.
`=1
Pcard(S)
Without loss of generality, we can assume that `=1
|c` | < 1. We will prove
by contradiction that T is empty.
Assuming that T is not empty, we first prove that the sign of the coefficients
{c` }`∈T cannot be all equal. To this end, let us assume (without loss of generality) that c` > 0 for all ` ∈ T and show that a contradiction occurs with the
hypothesis of admissibility of S. Since y = 0H , the function ψ : θ 7→ ha(θ), yi is
identically equal to zero. Hence, on the one hand, any point of Θ is a maximizer.
On the other hand, since all the elements of {c` }`∈T are positive and S is (by
hypothesis) admissible with respect to κ, we have from item i) of Definition 2
that the maximizers of ψ must belong to S. This implies that Θ ⊂ S which
contradicts the definition of S and Θ. Therefore, if T is not empty, not all the
elements of {c` }`∈T have the same sign.
We can thus partition T into two non-empty disjoint subsets:
T+ = {` ∈ T : c` > 0},
T− = {` ∈ T : c` < 0}.
Similarly, we let
S+ = {θ`? ∈ S : ` ∈ T+ },
S− = {θ`? ∈ S : ` ∈ T− }.
Since the elements
P of S ⊇ S−?∪ S+ are pairwise
P distinct, ?we have S− ∩ S+ = ∅.
Defining y + =
c
a(θ
)
and
y
=
−
`
`∈T+ `
`∈T− c` a(θ` ), we note that y =
y + + y − . Using the fact that y = 0H , one deduces that y + = −y − . Moreover,
y + (resp. −y − ) is a positive linear combination of atoms with parameters in
S+ ⊂ S (resp. S− ⊂ S). Therefore, since S is admissible with respect to κ,
item i) of Definition 2 applies and we have that any maximizer of ψ : θ 7→
a(θ), y + = a(θ), −y − must belong to S+ ∩ S− . Now, on the one hand,
by Lemma 1, the set of maximizers of ψ cannot be empty. On the other hand
S+ ∩ S− = ∅. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore we must have T = ∅. In
card(S)
other words, y = 0H implies c` = 0 ∀` ∈ S, so that the atoms {a(θ`? )}`=1
are linearly independent.
As a consequence of this first part of the proposition, the Gram matrix of
card(S)
any subset of {a(θ`? )}`=1
is a positive definite matrix, and therefore invertible. In particular, the inverse of matrices G and G appearing in the second
part of the proof is always well-defined.
Proof of item ii) of Proposition 1. Recall that, as a consequence of Definition 2,
if S is admissible with respect to κ, then any support S 0 ⊂ S is also admissible.
We thus show our result by induction on the cardinality of S 0 . For notational
convenience, we let hereafter k 0 , card(S 0 ). We prove by induction on k 0 that:
a) G−1 1k0 has nonnegative entries,
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b) ∀ θ ∈ Θ , G−1 gθ has nonnegative entries,
c) ∀θ ∈ Θ \ S 0 , kG−1 gθ k1 < 1.
The quantities G and gθ appearing above are defined in (A.1)-(A.2) with the
substitution S 0 ↔ S. Item c) corresponds to result ii) of Proposition 1. Items a)
and b) are intermediate results that allow a subdivision of the proof into steps.
Initialization: k 0 = 1. In this case, both G and gθ are scalars. Since κ is
admissible, we have G = 1 and gθ ≥ 0 (cf Definition 1). Therefore, items a)
and b) are fulfilled and kG−1 gθ k1 = gθ = κ(θ, θ1? ) and, using Definition 1-ii),
we have κ(θ, θ1? ) < 1. Hence, item c) is also true.
Induction: 1 < k 0 ≤ k. We assume items a)-b)-c) hold for any S 0 ⊂ S of
cardinality k 0 − 1 ≥ 1. Considering S 0 ⊆ S an arbitrary support of size k 0 ,
we show that items a)-b)-c) also hold for S 0 . Without loss of generality, we
will assume that S 0 corresponds to the first card(S 0 ) elements of S, that is
0
S 0 = {θ`? }k`=1 .
0
−1
⊂ S 0 and use over-lined notations for quantities
We consider S = {θ`? }k`=1
0
0
0
related to S: we denote by G ∈ R(k −1)×(k −1) , gθ ∈ Rk −1 the quantities
k0 ×k0
k0
defined in (A.1)-(A.2) for S and by G ∈ R
, gθ ∈ R the same quantities
0
0
for S 0 . Likewise, the notations g` ∈ Rk −1 , g`0 ∈ Rk for ` = 1 . . . k 0 − 1,
`0 = 1 . . . k 0 will refer to the columns of G and G, respectively. With these
notations we have:


0
gθ
gθ =
∈ Rk
∀θ ∈ Θ
(A.3)
?
κ(θ, θk0 )


0
0
G gk0
∈ Rk ×k
(A.4)
G =
1
gT
k0
where we denote gk0 , gθ?0 for notational convenience. We note that, as menk

tioned above, item i) of Proposition 1 ensures that both G and G are invertible.
Item a). We show that the last entry of u , G−1 1k0 is positive. Since the
reasoning holds for any ordering of the θ`? ’s, we then deduce that all the entries
of u are positive. Block inversion results [70, Cor. 2.8.9] give
!
−1
−1
−1
−1
G + sG gk0 gT
−sG gk0
−1
k0 G
G
=
,
(A.5)
−1
−sgT
s
k0 G
−1

where s , (1 − gT
k0 G

gk0 )−1 . Notice that
−1

gT
k0 G

−1

gk0 ≤ kgk0 k∞ G
−1

≤ G
< 1.
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gk0

gk0

1

1

(A.6)

The first inequality is a consequence of Hölder’s inequality, the second of Definition 1 and the third follows from induction hypothesis c). Hence s > 0.
−1
The last entry of u = G−1 1k0 now writes u[k 0 ] = s(1 − gT
1k0 −1 ). By
k0 G
−1
−1
0
G
1
.
Using
(A.6) and
induction hypothesis b), we have kG gk0 k1 = gT
0
k −1
k
the fact that s > 0, we thus have u[k 0 ] > 0.
Item b). We first show that the last entry of v , G−1 gθ is non-negative. Given
the decomposition of G in (A.5), the last entry of G−1 gθ writes




−1
−1
?
T
)
−
=
s
κ(θ,
θ
(A.7)
v[k 0 ] = s gθ [k 0 ] − gT
G
g
g
G
g
0
0
0
θ
θ .
k
k
k
Since s > 0 (see (A.6)) it is then sufficient to show that κ(θ, θk?0 ) − vT gθ ≥ 0,
−1
where v , G gk0 , in order to show that v[k 0 ] ≥ 0. This will be achieved by
studying this quantity seen as a function of θ. Consider T ⊆ J1, k 0 − 1K the
(possibly empty) set defined by T , {` : v[`] 6= 0} and define
ψ1 : Θ −→ R+
Pk0 −1
P
θ 7−→ vT gθ = `=1 v[`]κ(θ, θ`? ) = `∈T v[`]κ(θ, θ`? ).

(A.8)

Notice that:
−1

• ψ1 (θ) = gT
k0 G

gθ ,

• the entries of v are nonnegative by the induction hypothesis b). Moreover,
Pk0 −1
−1
from induction hypothesis c), we have `=1 v[`] = kG gk0 k1 < 1,
• for j ∈ J1, k 0 − 1K and θ = θj? we have gθ = gj = Gej , where ej is the
−1

0

j-th canonical vector of Rk −1 . Hence, ψ1 (θj? ) = gT
k0 G


? ?
?
? ?
0
κ θj , θk0 and ψ1 (θj ) − κ θj , θk0 = 0 ∀j 6= k .

gj = gT
k0 ej =

Since S is admissible with respect to κ, we can apply item ii) of Definition 2
with ` = k 0 to any ∅ =
6 T ⊆ J1, k 0 − 1K. This leads to:
κ(θ, θk?0 ) − vT gθ = κ(θ, θk?0 ) − ψ1 (θ) ≥ 0

(A.9)

for all θ ∈ Θ. The same obviously holds if T is empty as ψ1 (θ) is identically zero
and the admissibility of κ implies that it is nonnegative (see Definition 1). Since
this result does not depend on the ordering of the θ`? ’s, we can finally conclude
that all the elements of G−1 gθ are nonnegative.
Item c). Let
ψ2 : Θ −→ R
θ 7−→ G−1 gθ
We need to prove that ψ2 (θ) < 1 for all θ ∈
/ S 0.
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.
1

(A.10)

From item b), we know that G−1 gθ has nonnegative entries, so that kG−1 gθ k1 =
0
Letting u , G−1 1k0 ∈ Rk , the function ψ2 (θ) can then be written

−1
1T
gθ .
k0 G

as

0

ψ2 (θ) ,

k
X

u[`]κ(θ, θ`? ).

(A.11)

`=1

Moreover we have u[`] ≥ 0 ∀` since we showed in item a) that G−1 1k0 = u has
nonnegative entries. We also note that u 6= 0k0 since Gu = 1k0 .
Applying item i) of Definition 2 together with the comment in Footnote 8,
we have that the maximizer of ψ2 (θ) must belong to {θ`? : u[`] 6= 0} ⊆ S 0 . Now,
∀ j ∈ J1, k 0 K ,

−1 ?
gθj = 1T
ψ2 (θj? ) = 1T
k0 ej = 1.
k0 G

(A.12)

Therefore, ψ2 (θ) < 1 for all θ ∈
/ S 0.
B. Proofs related to CMF dictionaries
This appendix contains the proofs of the results related to CMF dictionaries
presented in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. We first state and prove a technical lemma
which will used in the proofs of Lemma 3 and Theorem 3:
Lemma 5. Let ϕ be a CMF such that ϕ(0) = 1 and limt→∞ ϕ(t) = 0. Then
the Borel measure ν appearing in the integral representation of the CMF in
Lemma 2 is nonzero and satisfies ν({0}) = 0 and ν(R∗+ ) = 1. Moreover, ϕ is
strictly positive and strictly decreasing on R+ , with ϕ(1) (t) < 0 on R∗+ .
Proof. By the integral representation of Lemma 2 we have ν(R+ ) = ϕ(0) = 1
R +∞
hence ν is nonzero. Moreover ϕ(x) = 0 e−ux dν(u) ≥ ν({0}) ≥ 0 for each
x ≥ 0. As limx→+∞ ϕ(x) = 0, it follows that ν({0}) = 0 and therefore ν(R∗+ ) =
1. This proves the first part of the statement.
The positivy of ϕ follows from the fact that ν is nonzero and e−ux > 0 for
all u, x ≥ 0. Hence, the integral representation (3.18) of ϕ yields ϕ(x) > 0 for
each x > 0. Finally, we prove by contradiction that ϕ(1) (t) < 0 on R+ .
Assume the existence of t0 > 0 such that ϕ(1) (t0 ) = 0. As ϕ(1) is continuous
and non-decreasing on R∗+ with ϕ(1) (t) ≤ 0 for each t > 0, it follows that
ϕ(1) (t) = 0 for each t ≥ t0 , hence ϕ(t) = ϕ(t0 ) for each t ≥ t0 . As we have just
seen, we have ϕ(t0 ) > 0, hence this contradicts the assumption limt→+∞ ϕ(t) =
0.
B.1. Proof of Lemma 3
The outline of the proof is as follows.
We first show that for any 0 < p ≤ 1
p
and ω ∈ RD , the quantity e−ukωkp is related to the characteristic function ofp
some D-dimensional random vector Zu . We then use this formulation of e−ukωkp
as a characteristic function together with the Bernstein-Widder representation
of CMFs (see Lemma 2) to show that the function ϕ(kωkpp ) is positive definite.
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p

Proof that e−ukωkp is the characteristic function of some random vector Zu . In
probability theory, the characteristic function of a real-valued random vector
T
Z ∈ RD is the function ω ∈ RD 7→ EZ [eiω Z ] where E denotes the expectation
operator and i is the imaginary number.
First we consider for any u ≥ 0 the scalar-valued function
Φu : R −→ R
p
ω 7−→ e−u|ω|
and show that for u > 0 it is the characteristic function of some random variable
Zu which admits a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Our proof
leverages a result due to Pólya [71, Th. 1]. We reproduce this result hereafter
for self-containedness of the paper:
Theorem 6. Let Φ be a real-valued function defined on R and such that:
• Φ is continuous and even,
• Φ is convex on R∗+ ,
• Φ(0) = 1,
•

lim Φ(ω) = 0.

ω→+∞

Then, Φ is the characteristic function of some random variable which admits a
density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Moreover this density is even and
continuous everywhere, except possibly at zero.
Observe that Φu is even, continuous and verifies Φu (0) = 1 and limω→+∞ Φu (ω) =
0 since u > 0. Moreover, for p ∈ ]0, 1] and ω > 0, its second derivative on R+ is
p

p−2
Φ(2)
((1 − p) + upω p )e−uω .
u (ω) = up ω
(2)

Hence, Φu (ω) > 0 for all ω > 0 and Φu is convex on R∗+ . As a consequence,
Φu satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6 and it is the characteristic function
of some scalar random variable Zu which admits a (continuous, except possibly
at zero) density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, that is


Φu (ω) = EZu eiωZu .
p

We are now ready to show that the function e−ukωkp is the characteristic
function of some random vector Zu . To this end, let us define the random vector
T
Zu = Zu1 , . . . , ZuD
as the concatenation of D independent copies of Zu . We
thus have
D
D
h T i Y
h
i Y
p
d
EZu eiω Zu =
EZud eiω[d]Zu =
Φu (ω[d]) = e−ukωkp .
d=1

d=1
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We note that for all u > 0 and ω ∈ R we have Φu (ω) = Φ1 (u1/p ω). Hence,
the function Φu (ω) can also be written as an expectation with respect to the
random variable Z1 for all u > 0 and ω ∈ R:
i
h 1/p
(B.1)
Φu (ω) = EZ1 eiu ωZ1 .
Equation (B.1) obviously also holds for u = 0 since both sides of the equality
are equal to 1 in that case. Using (B.1), we obtain
h 1/p T i
p
EZ1 eiu ω Z1 = e−ukωkp
∀u ≥ 0,
(B.2)
T
where Z1 = Z11 , . . . , Z1D is the concatenation of D independent copies of Z1 .
We will use the latter representation in the second part of the proof.
Proof that ϕ(kωkpp ) is a positive definite function. We want to show that for
any k ∈ N, any {θ` }k`=1 ⊂ RD and any c ∈ Ck \ {0k }, we have
cH Gc > 0,
where (·)H denotes the conjugate transpose operator and
G[`, `0 ] , ϕ(kθ`0 − θ` kpp ) ∀`, `0 ∈ J1, kK.
Note that in practice this will only be used for real-valued coefficients, but the
result is established for complex-values c to fit with the standard definition of
a positive definite function. Since ϕ is a CMF, Lemma 2 ensures the existence
of a non-negative finite Borel measure ν such that for all ω ∈ RD :
Z +∞
p
ϕ(kωkpp ) =
e−ukωkp dν(u).
0

Hence,
cH Gc

=

k X
k
X

∗

c[`] c[`0 ]ϕ kθ`0 − θ` kpp



`=1 `0 =1

=

k X
k
X

∗

0

=

`=1 `0 =1

+∞

c[`] c[` ]

p

e−ukθ`0 −θ` kp dν(u)

(B.3)

h 1/p
i
T
EZ1 eiu (θ`0 −θ` ) Z1 dν(u),

(B.4)

0

`=1 `0 =1
k X
k
X

Z

∗

0

Z

c[`] c[` ]

+∞

0
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where the last equality follows (B.2). By linearity of the expectation, it follows:
" k k
#
Z +∞
XX
∗
0 −iu1/p (θ` −θ`0 )T Z1
H
EZ1
c[`] c[` ]e
dν(u)
c Gc =
0

Z

`=1 `0 =1

"

+∞

=

EZ1
0

Z

k
X

!∗
c[`]e

iu1/p θ`T Z1

=
0


EZ1 

k
X

!#
0

c[` ]e

iu1/p θ`T0 Z1

dν(u)

`0 =1

`=1
+∞

k
X

2

c[`]eiu

1/p T
θ` Z1


 dν(u) ≥ 0.

(B.5)

`=1

Since this holds for any c ∈ Ck this shows that ϕ(k · kpp ) is positive semi-definite.
To establish that ϕ(k · kpp ) is a positive definite function we now show that
the equality in (B.5) can only occur if c = 0k . To this end, denote ψ(z) ,


Pk
T
| `=1 c[`]eiθ` z |2 and Ψ(u) , EZ1 ψ(u1/p Z1 ) for u ∈ R+ , and assume that
R +∞
equality holds in (B.5), that is to say 0 Ψ(u) dν(u) = 0. We next show that
this implies that c = 0k .
First, we note that Ψ is continuous since
h
i
Ψ(u) = EZ1 ψ(u1/p Z1 )
=

k X
k
X

h 1/p
i
T
∗
c[`] c[`0 ] EZ1 eiu (θ`0 −θ` ) Z1

`=1 `0 =1

=

k X
k
X

p

∗

c[`] c[`0 ] e−iukθ` −θ`0 kp

`=1 `0 =1

where the last equality follows (B.2).
Second, since ϕ is a CMF satisfying ϕ(0) = 1 and limx→∞ ϕ(x) = 0, by
Lemma 5 the non-negative
finite Borel measure ν satisfies ν(R∗+ ) = 1. Since
S
∗
R+ = ∪n≥1 [n, n + 1] ∪n≥1 [1/(n + 1), 1/n], there must exist n ≥ 1 such that
either ν ([n, n + 1]) > 0 or ν ([1/(n + 1), 1/n]) > 0. Without loss of generality
consider the case ν ([n, n + 1]) > 0 (the other one can be treated similarly). Since
Ψ is continuous over the compact set [n, n+1], it attains its infimum over [n, n+1]
at some u0 ∈ [n, n + 1]. Now, because Ψ(u) ≥ 0 for every u ≥ 0 we have
Z

+∞

Z

n+1

Ψ(u) dν(u) ≥

0=
0

Ψ(u) dν(u) ≥ Ψ(u0 )ν([n, n + 1])
n

and we obtain Ψ(u0 ) = 0 since ν([n, n + 1]) > 0. By construction u0 > 0.
Finally, we have that:
• the distribution of Z1 has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure and its density is continuous, except possibly at points where one
coordinate vanishes.
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• ψ is nonnegative and continuous (by construction as the squared modulus
of a finite linear combination of exponentials).
1/p

Hence, using the definition of Ψ(u0 ) = EZ1 [ψ(u0 Z1 )], we deduce that there
exist z0 ∈ RD (with non-vanishing coordinates) and r > 0 such that ψ(z) = 0
∀z ∈ B(z0 , r), where B(z0 , r) is the open ball of radius r centered at z0 . For any
y 6= 0D and 0 ≤ t ≤ r/kyk2 , we have z0 + ty ∈ B(z0 , r) and therefore
k
X

T

c[`]eiθ` (z0 +ty) = 0 ∀t ∈ [0, r/kyk2 ].

(B.6)

`=1
T

If y is such that θ`T y 6= θ`T0 y for all ` 6= `0 , then the functions {t 7→ eitθ` y }k`=1
are linearly independent on [0, r/kyk2 ] and (B.6) holds if and only if c = 0k .
It thus remains to show that there exists some y ∈ RD such that θ`T y 6= θ`T0 y
for all ` 6= `0 . To this end, let us consider the following finite set of vectors:
N , {θ` − θ`0 : `, `0 ∈ J1, kK, ` 6= `0 }.

(B.7)

As the parameters θ` ’s are pairwise distinct, each n ∈ N is nonzero. Denote Hn
the linear hyperplane whose normal vector is n, and consider H , ∪n∈N Hn .
Since H is the union of a finite number of D-dimensional hyperplanes, RD \ H
is not empty. Consider y ∈ RD \ H. Then, by construction, nT y 6= 0 for all
n ∈ N and therefore θ`T y 6= θ`T0 y for all ` 6= `0 . This concludes the proof.
B.2. Proof of Theorem 3
Our proof leverages Theorem 2 by showing that if A is a CMF dictionary in
dimension 1 with induced kernel κ, then:
a) κ is admissible in the sense of Definition 1,
b) any finite support S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 is admissible with respect to kernel κ in
the sense of Definition 2.
The result stated in Theorem 3 is then a direct consequence of Theorem 2.
We begin with a more general lemma establishing the claim a):
Lemma 6. Any CMF kernel κ ∈ KCMF (D), D ≥ 1, is admissible.
Proof. First, since κ ∈ KCMF (D), there exists a CMF ϕ and scalar p ∈ ]0, 1]
such that ϕ(0) = 1 and κ(θ, θ0 ) = ϕ(kθ − θ0 kpp ) for all θ, θ0 ∈ RD . Hence
κ(θ, θ) = ϕ(0) = 1 for all θ. Moreover, the function θ0 7→ κ(θ, θ0 ) is continuous
since both CMFs and `p -norms are continuous. Hence κ satisfies (3.4). The fact
that κ satisfies the vanishing property
 (3.6) is a straightforward consequence of
the fact that κ(θ, θ0 ) = ϕ kθ − θ0 kpp and that limt→+∞ ϕ(t) = 0. Finally, we
prove item ii) of Definition 1. As ϕ satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5, it is
strictly positive and strictly decreasing. This implies κ(θ, θ0 ) > 0 for any θ, θ0 .
Moreover, if θ 6= θ0 then t = kθ − θ0 kpp > 0 and ϕ(t) < ϕ(0) = 1.
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The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of claim b). Let us consider
a non-empty subset of indices T ⊆ J1, kK with t = card(T ). Without loss of
generality (up to some reordering), we assume that T = J1, tK. Let {c` }t`=1 ⊂ R∗+
be such that
t
X
s,
c` < 1
(B.8)
`=1

and consider the function
ψ : R −→ R+
t
X
θ 7−→
c` κ(θ, θ`? ).

(B.9)

`=1

Using the integral formulation of CMF (see Lemma 2), we have that ψ is twice
differentiable at any θ ∈ R \ {θ`? }t`=1 [72, proof of Th. 12a] and its second
derivative writes:
ψ

(2)

(θ) =

t
X

Z

+∞

p−2 −u|θ`? −θ|p

u|θ`? − θ|

p(1 − p)c`

e

dν(u)

0

`=1
2

Z

+ p c`

+∞

2(p−1) −u|θ`? −θ|p

u2 |θ`? − θ|

e

dν(u)

(B.10)

0

We next show that items i) and ii) of Definition 2 hold.
Item i) of Definition 2. First, the vanishing property (3.6) of admissible kernels
ensures that ψ admits at least one maximizer (see Lemma 1). We then show
that any maximizer of ψ must necessarily belong to {θ`? }t`=1 .
Since ψ is twice continuously differentiable on R \ {θ`? }t`=1 , any maximizer
θm ∈ R\{θ`? }t`=1 must verify the second-order optimality condition “ψ (2) (θm ) ≤
0”. Now this condition can never be fulfilled for θm ∈ R \ {θ`? }t`=1 . Indeed,
we see that each integral term in (B.10) is positive since θm ∈
/ {θ`? }t`=1 and, by
∗
Lemma 5, ν(R+ ) > 0. Since p ∈ ]0, 1] and c` > 0 ∀`, it follows that ψ (2) (θm ) > 0.
Item ii) of Definition 2. Assume T = J1, tK 6= J1, kK and consider t0 ∈ J1, kK \ T .
Without loss of generality, suppose that t0 = t + 1 and consider
φ : R −→ R

?
θ 7−→ ψ(θ) − κ θ, θt+1
.

(B.11)

From the definition of ψ in (B.9), φ writes
φ(θ) =

t
X





p
p
?
c` ϕ |θ − θ`? |p − ϕ θ − θt+1
.
p

(B.12)

`=1

Assume that φ(θ`? ) ≤ 0 for every ` ∈ J1, tK. We will then show that φ(θ) ≤ 0 for
every θ ∈ R \ {θ`? }t`=1 so that item ii) of Definition 2 is satisfied.
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Suppose there exists θ0 ∈ R such that φ(θ0 ) > 0 and let us show that this
leads to a contradiction.
Let us first emphasize that the existence of some θ0 ∈ R such that φ(θ0 ) > 0
implies that a maximizer of φ exists. Indeed, we have that limθ→±∞ φ(θ) = 0
since
t
X

?
|φ(θ)| ≤
c` κ(θ, θ`? ) + κ θ, θt+1
(B.13)
`=1

and κ obeys the vanishing property (3.6) by hypothesis. Hence, for any 0 < ε <
φ(θ0 ) there exists a compact set Kε such that
∀θ ∈ Kεc ,

φ(θ) ≤ ε < sup φ(θ0 ),

(B.14)

θ 0 ∈Kε

because φ is continuous. The extreme value theorem [73, Prop. A.8] then states
that (at least) one maximizer of φ, say θm , exists and θm ∈ Kε . We note that
by definition φ(θm ) ≥ φ(θ0 ) > 0. We show below that we also must necessarily
have φ(θm ) ≤ 0. This leads to the desired contradiction and proves the result.
Let λ` , |θ`? − θm | and assume without loss of generality that
λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λt .

(B.15)

We have that λ1 > 0 because θm ∈
/ {θ`? }t`=1 since φ(θ`? ) ≤ 0 ∀` ∈ J1, tK (by assumption) and φ(θm ) ≥ φ(θ0 ) > 0. We next show that the working assumptions
also imply φ(θm ) ≤ 0 by distinguishing between three cases:
Case 1: λt+1 ≤ λ1 . From (B.15), we have:
∀u ≥ 0,
Hence

t
X

φ(θm ) ≤

!Z

+∞

c` − 1

(B.16)

p

e−uλt+1 dν(u)

< 0.

0

`=1

|

p

p

max e−uλ` ≤ e−uλt+1 .

1≤`≤t

{z

<0 by hyp.

}|

{z

>0

}

Case 2: λt+1 > λt . We rely on the following technical lemma that exploits
the notion of “sign changes of a finite sequence”. This notion is defined as the
number of times two consecutive elements of the finite sequence have opposite
signs. For instance, the sequence (1, 1, −1, 1) has two sign changes (respectively
at the third and fourth positions).
Pk
Lemma 7. Let P (u) , `=1 c` e−λ` u be an exponential polynomial on R+ with
0 < λ1 < . . . < λk and {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ . Assume that:
• the sequence c1 , . . . , ck has at most two sign changes;
• P (0) < 0 and

lim P (u) = 0+ .

u→+∞
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Then there exists u0 > 0 for which the following inequality holds
Z +∞
Z +∞
f (u)P (u) dν(u) ≥ f (u0 )
P (u) dν(u),
0

(B.17)

0

for any non-decreasing function f on R+ and any (unsigned) finite Borel measure ν on R+ such that the integrals converge.
The proof of the lemma is postponed to Appendix C.2.
As mentioned previously, we have on the one hand that θm ∈
/ {θ`? }t`=1 . On
?
?
the other hand, θm 6= θt+1 because |θm − θt+1 | = λt+1 > λ1 > 0. Therefore,
? t+1
θm ∈ R \ {θ`? }t+1
`=1 . Since φ is twice continuously differentiable on R \ {θ` }`=1 ,
θm must necessarily verify the following second-order optimality condition:
φ(2) (θm ) ≤ 0.

(B.18)

We next show that Cφ(θm ) < φ(2) (θm ) for some positive constant C > 0. Hence,
in view of (B.18), this leads to the desired contradiction: φ(θm ) < 0.
Assume first that λ1 < · · · < λt (the equality cases will be addressed later).
(2)
(2)
From (B.10) we have that φ(2) = φ1 + φ2 with
!
Z +∞
t
X
p
(2)
p−2 −uλp
p−2
−uλ
t+1
` − λ
φ1 (θm ) = p(1 − p)
c` λ ` e
u
dν(u)
t+1 e
0

(2)
φ2 (θm )

= p2

Z

+∞

u2

0

`=1
t
X

!
2(p−1) −uλp
`
c` λ`
e

−

p
2(p−1)
λt+1 e−uλt+1

dν(u).

`=1

Using λt+1 > λ` > 0 ∀` ∈ J1, tK, we obtain
(2)
φ2 (θm )

=

>

p2
2(1−p)

λt+1

p2
2(1−p)

λt+1

!

2(1−p)
t
X
p
λt+1
−uλ
−uλp
t+1
` − e
u
c`
dν(u)
e
λ`
0
`=1
!
Z +∞
t
X
p
−uλ
2
−uλp
t+1
` − e
u
c` e
dν(u).
(B.19)
Z

0

+∞
2

`=1

Note now that:
• the function u 7−→ u2 is increasing,
p
Pt
p
• P (u) , `=1 c` e−uλ` − e−uλt+1 is an exponential polynomial with 0 <
λ1 < · · · < λt < λt+1 and whose sequence of coefficients is (c1 , . . . , ct , −1)
and has exactly one sign change.
• As max1≤`≤t λ` < λt+1 by hypothesis, we have P (u) > 0 for sufficiently
large u so limu→+∞ P (u) = 0+ .
Pt
• Since `=1 c` < 1 we have P (0) < 0.
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Therefore, Lemma 7 applies and there exists u0 > 0 such that
Z +∞
p2
p2
(2)
2
P (u) dν(u) = 2(1−p) u20 φ(θm ).
φ2 (θm ) > 2(1−p) u0
0
λt+1
λt+1

(B.20)

(2)

This establishes that φ2 (θm ) > C2 φ(θm ) where C2 > 0 is a positive constant.
(2)
The same rationale leads to φ1 (θm ) > C1 φ(θm ) with C1 ≥ 0 (C1 = 0 for
(2)
(2)
(2)
p = 1 since φ1 is identically zero). Since φ(2) = φ1 + φ2 , one obtains that
(2)
φ (θm ) > (C1 + C2 )φ(θm ), which concludes the proof for λ1 < · · · < λt .
Let us now come back to the general case where λ1 ≤ · · · ≤ λt . Denote
by λ̃1 < . . . < λ̃t0 , with t0 ≤ t, the ordered distinct values in {λ` }t`=1 , and
let λ̃t0 +1 = λt+1 . Moreover, for any `0 ∈ J1, t0 K, let c̃`0 be equal to the sum
of the coefficients c` such that λ` = λ̃`0 , and let c̃t0 +1 = −1. We note that,
Pt0
Pt
(2)
0
by definition,
(θm ) >
`0 =1 c̃` =
`=1 c` < 1. We can then show that φ
Cφ(θm ) with C > 0 by applying the same reasoning as above to λ̃1 , . . . , λ̃t0 +1
and c̃1 , . . . , c̃t0 +1 .
Case 3: λ1 < λt+1 ≤ λt . There exists `0 ∈ J1, t − 1K such that:

λ` < λt+1
for ` ≤ `0

(B.21a)

λ` ≥ λt+1

for ` > `0 .
(B.21b)
P
P`0
t
Denote ε , 1 − `=1 c` > 0 and let s1 , `=1 c` + 2ε and s2 , `=`0 +1 c` + 2ε
such that s1 + s2 = 1. One can write
!
Z +∞ X
`0
p
c` −uλp
−uλ
t+1
` − e
φ(θm ) = s1
e
dν(u)
s1
0
`=1
{z
}
|
Pt

, φ1 (θm )

Z
+ s2
0

|

+∞

t
X
p
c` −uλp
` − e−uλt+1
e
s2
`=`0 +1
{z
, φ2 (θm )

!
dν(u) . (B.22)
}

P`0 c`
Using (B.21a) and the fact that `=1
s1 < 1, we have that φ1 (θm ) < 0 by
resorting to
the
same
reasoning
as
in
Case
2. Similarly, using (B.21b) and the
Pt
fact that `=`0 +1 sc2` < 1, we obtain that φ2 (θm ) < 0 by the same arguments
as in Case 1. Hence, we finally have φ(θm ) ≤ s1 φ1 (θm ) + s2 φ2 (θm ) < 0, which
leads to the desired contradiction.
B.3. Proof of Theorem 4 - Recovery in dimension D
Let S ? = {θ`? }k`=1 and assume Grid(S ? ) is axis admissible. Let us first
observe that, by virtue of Corollary 1, the elements of {a(θ) : θ ∈ Grid(S ? )} are
linearly independent. Let
R , span({a(θ) : θ ∈ Grid(S ? )}).
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(B.23)

If r ∈ R\{0H }, we note from Lemma 1 that the function f : θ 7→ |ha(θ), ri|
admits at least one maximizer since r results from a (non trivial) finite linear
combination of atoms. Moreover, the maximum of f must be strictly greater
than zero. If not, ha(θ), ri = 0 ∀θ ∈ Grid(S ? ) and one deduces that r ∈ R⊥ ,
the orthogonal to R. Since r ∈ R, this leads to r = 0H which is in contradiction
with our initial assumption “r 6= 0H ”. We also have that the maximizers of f
must belong to Grid(S ? ) as shown by the following arguments.
If θm is a maximizer of f , then t = θm [d] is a maximizer of
fd : t 7→ |ha(θm + (t − θm [d])ed ), ri|.

(B.24)

Denoting θ0 , θm − θm [d]ed , we have θ0 ⊥ ed by construction and fd writes
fd (t) =

k
X

c` κ(θ0 + t ed , θ`? ) .

(B.25)

`=1

Because Grid(S ? ) is axis admissible with respect to κ that fd is not identically
zero (since fd (θm [d]) = f (θm ) > 0), the maximizers of fd must belong to Sd ,
{θ`? [d]}k`=1 . As a consequence, since this conclusion holds for any d ∈ J1, DK, we
QD
have that θm ∈ d=1 Sd = Grid(S ? ). Formulated in a slightly different way, we
thus just proved that:
∀r ∈ R\{0H }, ∀θ ∈ Θ\Grid(S ? ),

max

θ 0 ∈Grid(S ? )

|ha(θ0 ), ri| > |ha(θ), ri|.

(B.26)

We are now ready to prove the statements of the theorem:
Grid(S ? )-delayed recovery of any S ⊆ S ? . First, since S ⊆ Grid(S ? ), we have
that y ∈ R. Moreover, y 6= 0H since it results from a nontrivial linear combination of linearly independent atoms. Hence (B.26) holds and OMP selects
a parameter in Grid(S ? ) at the first iteration. Repeating the same argument
at the next iterations, OMP selects parameters in Grid(S ? ) until the residual
r vanishes. Now, because the atoms in {a(θ) : θ ∈ Grid(S ? )} are linearly independent, r = 0H if and only if the set of parameters selected by OMP, say
b verifies S ⊆ S.
b Since OMP never selects twice the same parameter and
S,
?
b
S ⊆ Grid(S ), we thus achieve Grid(S ? )-delayed recovery of S.
S ? -delayed recovery of any S ⊆ S ? . Since the elements of {a(θ) : θ ∈ Grid(S ? )}
are linearly independent, (3.30-R-ERC) can equivalently be rewritten as (see
e.g., [1, Prop. 3.15]):
∀r ∈ RS ? \{0H }, ∀θ ∈ Grid(S ? )\S ? , max
|ha(θ0 ), ri| > |ha(θ), ri|,
0
?
θ ∈S

where RS ? , span({a(θ`? )}k`=1 ). Combining this result with (B.26) and using
the fact that RS ? ⊂ R lead to
∀r ∈ RS ? \{0H }, ∀θ ∈ Θ\S ? , max
|ha(θ0 ), ri| > |ha(θ), ri|.
0
?
θ ∈S
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Following the same arguments as above, we then have that: 1) OMP selects
parameters in S ? until the residual r vanishes; 2) r = 0H if and only if the set
b Since OMP never selects twice
of parameters selected by OMP verifies S ⊆ S.
the same parameter and Sb ⊆ S ? , OMP thus achieves S ? -delayed recovery of S.
Sharpness of the result. If (3.30-R-ERC) is not verified, we have from [1, Prop. 3.15]
that there exists some y bad ∈ RS ? \{0H } such that
max

θ∈Grid(S ? )\S ?

|ha(θ), y bad i| > max? |ha(θ), y bad i|.

(B.27)

θ∈S

In other words, OMP with y bad as input selects some θ ∈
/ S ? at the first iteration.
B.4. Proof of Lemma 4
QD
card(G)
Let G = d=1 Sd = {θ` }`=1
be an arbitrary Cartesian grid in RD and
card(G)
{c` }`=1
⊂ R be a set of card(G) coefficients not all equal to 0. Consider
d ∈ J1, DK and θ0 ∈ RD such that θ0 [d] = 0 and define
fd : R −→ R+
card(G)
X
t 7−→
c` κ(θ0 + ted , θ` ) =
`=1

card(G)

X

p

c` e−λkθ0 +ted −θ` kp .

(B.28)

`=1

We assume that fd is not identically zero as in the statement of Definition 7.
fd can be rewritten as
card(G)

fd (t) =

X

c` e−λ|t−θ` [d]|

p

−λ

PD

j=1,j6=d |θ0 [j]−θ` [j]|

p

.

`=1
card(G)

Let q denote the number of distinct elements of {θ` [d]}`=1
and suppose (up
to some renumbering) that {θ` [d]}q`=1 are pairwise distinct. We note that q ≥ 1
because otherwise there is a contradiction with our hypothesis “fd not identically
zero”. We can then rewrite fd as
fd (t) =

q
X

p

e
c` e−λ|t−θ` [d]|

(B.29)

`=1

where the terms proportional to e|t−θ` [d]| for (possibly) identical values of θ` [d]
have been merged together, and the scalars e
c` take into account the constant
terms in the exponentials that do not depend on t.
Let A1 = {a1 (t0 ) : t0 ∈ R} be a Generalized Laplace dictionary in dimension
1 (see Definition 5). Then, fd (t) can also be interpreted as the inner product
Pq
between atom a1 (t) ∈ A1 and y 1 , `=1 e
c` a1 (θ` [d]). Let Se , {θ` [d] : ce` 6=
0, ` = 1 . . . q}. Applying Theorem 3, we have that OMP with y 1 as input
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e
e In particular, this implies that OMP
achieves exact card(S)-step
recovery of S.
selects a parameter in Se at the first iteration, that is:
e
∀t0 ∈ R \ S,

fd (t0 ) < max fd (t).

(B.30)

t∈Se

Hence, the maximizers of fd belong to Se ⊆ {θ` [d]}q`=1 ⊆ Sd .
C. Miscellaneous
C.1. Proof of Lemma 1
Let r ∈ H, k ∈ N and assume that there exists k parameters {θ`? }k`=1 ⊂ Θ
Pk
and k nonzero coefficients {c` }k`=1 ⊂ R∗ such that r = `=1 c` a(θ`? ). Define
function ϕ as
ϕ : Θ −→ R+
Pk
?
θ 7−→ |ha(θ), ri| =
(C.1)
`=1 c` κ(θ, θ` ) ,
that is, the function involved in step 6 in Algorithm 1. We now prove that a
maximizer of (C.1) exists. To that aim, we distinguish two cases.
Case 1: ∀θ ∈ Θ, ϕ(θ) = 0. In that case, any parameter θ ∈ Θ is a maximizer
of ϕ.
Case 2: ∃θ0 ∈ Θ, ϕ(θ0 ) > 0. Denote ε , ϕ(θ0 ). We then have
sup ϕ(θ) ≥ ϕ(θ0 ) = ε > 0.

(C.2)

θ∈Θ
k

Hence, by condition (3.6), there exists k compact sets {K` }`=1 such that for all
` ∈ J1, kK, θ0 ∈ K` and
∀θ ∈ K`c ,

κ(θ, θ`? ) < Pk

1

`0 =1 |c`

0

|

ε.

(C.3)

Note that the right-hand-side of (C.3) is well defined: by positive-definiteness
Pk
of h·, ·i, r 6= 0 so k > 0 and `=1 |c` | > 0 necessarily. Define K = ∪k`=1 K` .
Since K c = ∩k`=1 K`c , we have using the triangular inequality
∀θ ∈ K c ,

ϕ(θ) ≤

k
X

|c` |κ(θ, θ`? ) < ε.

(C.4)

`=1

See now that ϕ is continuous by continuity of κ, K is compact as a union
of compact sets. Then, the extreme value theorem ensures that there exists
θm such that ϕ(θm ) ≥ ϕ(θ) for all θ ∈ K. Lemma 1 follows by seeing that
ϕ(θm ) ≥ ϕ(θ) for all θ by (C.4).
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P(u)

Case 1: contradiction

Case 2
u

Case 3: contradiction
u

u

Figure C.2: Shape of P (see proof of Lemma 7) with constraints i) P is continuous, ii)
P (u) < 0 and iii) ∃u0 > 0 such that P (u) > 0 for all u > u0 . One see that the constraints
cannot be satisfied in cases 1 and 3.

C.2. Proof of Lemma 7
The proof of Lemma 7 is based on the following result:
Lemma 8 (Laguerre’s generalization of Descartes’s rule of signs [74, p. 319]).
Let a1 , . . . , ak be nonzero real coefficients and 0 < x1 < · · ·P
< xk be real numbers.
k
Let z be the number of real roots of the function P (u) = `=1 a` xu` , and nc be
the number of changes in sign in the sequence of numbers a1 , . . . , ak . Then
z ≤ nc .
The sequence of coefficients a` = ck+1−` with ` ∈ J1, kK has only two sign
changes by hypothesis. By applying Lemma 8 with x` = e−λk+1−` , one sees that
P has at most two real roots, so at most two sign changes on R+ . However, P
must satisfy the following constraints:
i) P is continuous on [0, +∞[,
ii) P (0) < 0,
iii) there exists u0 > 0 such that P (u) > 0 for all u > u0 .
As illustrated in Figure C.2, these three constraints cannot be verified simultaneously if P has 0 or 2 roots. Thus P has exactly one sign change on R+ and
there exists u0 > 0 such that u < u0 =⇒ P (u) < 0 and u > u0 =⇒ P (u) > 0.
One then has, for any non-decreasing function f and any (non-negative) measure
ν on R+ :
Z
f (u)P (u) dν(u)
Z +∞
Z u0
P (u) dν(u) +
f (u)
P (u) dν(u)
=
f (u)
| {z }
|{z}
| {z }
|{z}
u0
0
non-decreasing

Z
≥

≤0

non-decreasing

u0

Z

+∞

f (u0 )P (u) dν(u) +
0

f (u0 )P (u) dν(u)
u0

Z
= f (u0 )

+∞

P (u) dν(u).
0
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≥0

D. Details related to Example 4
Assume that ϕ is right differentiable at 0. We first prove by contradiction
that ϕ(1) (0) < 0. Assume that ϕ(1) (0) = 0. As ϕ is a CMF, ϕ(1) (t) ≤ 0 for all
t ∈ R+ and ϕ(1) is non-decreasing on R+ . It follows that ϕ(1) is identically zero.
Hence ϕ is constant and equal to ϕ(0) = 1 which contradicts the assumption
limt→+∞ ϕ(t) = 0.
Consider now the function defined for all x ≥ 0 by f : x 7→ (k − 1)ϕ(2x) −
kϕ(x) + 1. We note that f corresponds to the quantity involved in (3.24) with
the substitution x ↔ ∆p . Since ϕ(0) = 1, we have f (0) = 0. Moreover f is
differentiable for any x > 0 and
f (1) (x) = 2(k − 1)ϕ (1) (2x) − kϕ (1) (x)
i
h
 ϕ (1) (2x)
= kϕ (1) (x) 2 1 − k1 ϕ (1) (x) − 1 .

(remember that we proved that ϕ
hence there exists x0 > 0 such that

ϕ (1) (2x)
ϕ (1) (x)

tends to 1 as x tends to 0

(0) < 0). Since k ≥ 3 we have 2 1 − k1 > 1,

Since ϕ is right differentiable at 0, the ratio
(1)

(D.1)

x < x0 ⇒ 2 1 −

1
k

 ϕ (1) (2x)
ϕ (1) (x)

− 1 > 0.

(D.2)

By Lemma 5, we have that ϕ(1) (x) < 0 for all x > 0. Hence f (1) (x) < 0 for
x < x0 , that is f is decreasing on [0, x0 ]. Combining this result with f (0) = 0,
we deduce that (3.24) holds whenever ∆p < x0 , that is the wrong parameter
0D will be preferred to any of the {θ`? }k`=1 .
E. Exact recovery in higher dimensions - CMF kernel and k = 2
In this section, we elaborate on the notion of “axis admissibility” (see Definition 7) for general CMF kernels. We first show (see Example 5) that there
exist some Cartesian grids which are not axis admissible with respect to some
CMF kernels. We then emphasize in the case k = 2 that the notion of “axis
admissibility” is not necessary to achieve k-step recovery in CMF dictionaries.
p

Example 5. Let A be a CMF dictionary with induced kernel κ = ϕ(k· − ·kp )
p

1+ϕ(∆ )

and consider ∆ > 0, c1 = c2 = 1, c3 = c4 = − ϕ(∆p )+ϕ(2∆p ) and
∀t ∈ R ,

f1 (t) =

4
X

c` κ(te1 , θ` )

(E.1)

`=1

where ed the d-th canonical basis vector of R2 .
Let G , {θ` }4`=1 ⊂ R2 be a Cartesian grid with θ1 = (0, 0) = 02 , θ2 =
(∆, 0) = ∆e1 , θ3 = (0, ∆) = ∆e2 , θ4 = (∆, ∆) = ∆12 . Simple algebraic
manipulations then show that f1 (0) = f1 (∆) = 0 and



ϕ ∆p + 21p ∆p
1 + ϕ(∆p )
p
1
∆

.
(E.2)
f1 2 = 2ϕ 2p ∆ 1 −
ϕ(∆p ) + ϕ(2∆p ) ϕ 21p ∆p
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If ϕ and ∆ are such that f1 ∆
2 6= 0, one can conclude that the maximizers of
f1 are distinct from 0 and ∆. In view of Definition 7, this shows that G is not
axis admissible with respect to A.
1
(cf Example 2).
For instance, this is the case for the CMF ϕ : x 7→ 1+x
Indeed, in this case (E.2) particularizes to
p

f1 ( ∆
2) =

1+ ∆
2 + ∆p
2
2p
1−
∆p
1+∆p
1 + 2p
1 + 1+2∆p 1 + ∆p +

∆p
2p

.

(E.3)

As the factor inside the absolute value in the right-hand side is a non-zero
rational function of x = ∆p , we have f1 (∆/2) 6= 0 except possibly on a set of
values of ∆ which has Lebesgue measure equal to zero. Hence there exists ∆ > 0
such that f1 (∆/2) > 0.
We finally note that the construction presented here for the case D = 2 easily
extends to D > 2 by zero-padding of the θ` ’s.
We next show that k-step recovery of S ? with k = card(S ? ) = 2 may be
possible in CMF dictionaries even when the axis admissibility assumption fails
to hold. First, we state and prove a useful technical lemma:
Lemma 9. Let κ be a CMF kernel in dimension D in the sense of Definition 4.
For any θ1 , θ2 , θ3 ∈ RD , the following result holds:
κ(θ1 , θ2 ) κ(θ2 , θ3 ) ≤ κ(θ1 , θ3 ).

(E.4)

p
Proof. By definition, there exists a CMF ϕ such that κ(·, ·) = ϕ k· − ·kp and


ϕ(0) = 1. Since ϕ is nonnegative and decreasing, we have for all x, y ≥ 0
ϕ(x + y) ≥ ϕ(x + y)ϕ(x + y) ≥ ϕ(x)ϕ(y).
Using this result with x = kθ1 − θ2 kpp and y = kθ2 − θ3 kpp , we have


p
p
κ(θ1 , θ2 )κ(θ2 , θ3 ) ≤ ϕ kθ1 − θ2 kp + kθ2 − θ3 kp .

(E.5)

(E.6)

Since the quasi-norm k · kpp satisfies a triangular inequality, we have kθ1 − θ3 kpp ≤
kθ1 − θ2 kpp + kθ2 − θ3 kpp . As any CMF is decreasing, (E.4) follows.
We are now ready to state our recovery result:
Lemma 10 (Exact recovery for CMF dictionaries when k = 2). Let A be a
CMF dictionary in dimension D ≥ 1 with induced kernel κ. Consider a support
S ? = {θ1? , θ2? } where θ1? 6= θ2? , and let G ∈ R2×2 be the matrix defined by
G[`, `0 ] = κ(θ`? , θ`?0 ). Assume that
∀ θ ∈ Grid(S ? ) \ S ? ,

G−1 gθ

1

<1

(E.7)

where gθ ∈ R2 is defined by gθ [`] = κ(θ, θ`? ) for ` = 1, 2. Then OMP achieves
exact 2-step recovery of S ? .
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Proof. By Lemma 6, κ is admissible in the sense of Definition 1. We show
below that since (E.7) holds, S ? is admissible with respect to κ in the sense of
Definition 2. Lemma 10 then follows from Theorem 2.
Consider a non-empty subset of indices
T ⊆ {1, 2} and t , card(T ). Let
P
also {c` }`∈T be such that c` > 0 and `∈T c` < 1. Define
ψ : R −→ R
P+
θ 7−→ `∈T c` κ(θ, θ`? )

(E.8)

We next show that items i) and ii) of Definition 2 are satisfied.
Item i) of Definition 2. We distinguish two cases:
• If t = 1, we can assume without loss of generality that T = {1}. Since
κ(θ, θ1? ) < 1 for all θ 6= θ1? , one immediately sees that ψ(θ) = c1 κ(θ, θ1? ) <
c1 = ψ(θ1? ) for all θ 6= θ1? . Hence, θ1? is the unique global maximizer of ψ.
• If t = 2, let θm be a maximizer ofPψ. We note that ψ can also be written
k
as ψ(θ) = |ha(θ), yi| where y , `=1 c` a(θ`? ) hence a maximizer always
exists by virtue of Lemma 1. Since θm maximizes the D-dimensional
function ψ, its d-th entry θm [d] is a maximizer of the one-dimensional
section of ψ along the d-th canonical direction, denoted ψd :
ψd : R −→ R+


P
P
p
p
x 7−→ `∈T c` ϕ |x − θ`? [d]| + j6=d |θm [j] − θ`? [j]| .

(E.9)

Applying the same reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3 (see part of
the proof dedicated to establishing “item i) of Definition 2”), we have
(2)
∀x ∈
/ {θ`? [d]}2`=1 : ψd is twice differentiable and ψd (x) > 0. Hence, no
x ∈ {θ`? [d]}2`=1 can be a maximizer and necessarily θm [d] ∈ {θ`? [d]}2`=1 .
Since this result is valid for all d ∈ J1, DK, we finally have θm ∈ Grid(S ? ).

Therefore, since (E.7) holds, we have
max

θ∈Grid(S ? )\S ?

ψ(θ) =

max

θ∈Grid(S ? )\S ?

|ha(θ), yi|

ψ(θ`? )
|ha(θ`? ), yi| = max
< max
?
?
?
?
θ ∈S

(E.10)

θ ∈S

Hence all maximizers of ψ belong to S ? .
Item ii) of Definition 2. From the working assumptions of item ii), the set T
satisfies T 6= ∅ and there exists ` ∈ {1, 2}\T . Hence, we have T 6= {1, 2},
that is T is a singleton. We assume without loss of generality that T = {1}.
Hence ψ(θ) = c1 κ(θ, θ1? ) for some 0 < c1 < 1. If ψ1 (θ1? ) − κ(θ1? , θ2? ) ≤ 0, then
c1 − κ(θ1? , θ2? ) = ψ1 (θ1? ) − κ(θ1? , θ2? ) ≤ 0. Hence c1 ≤ κ(θ1? , θ2? ) and ψ(θ) ≤
κ(θ1? , θ2? )κ(θ, θ1? ) for each θ. Using Lemma 9 with θ1 = θ, θ2 = θ1? , θ3 = θ2? , we
obtain for each θ ∈ Θ:
ψ(θ) − κ(θ, θ2? ) ≤ κ(θ, θ1? )κ(θ1? , θ2? ) − κ(θ, θ2? ) ≤ 0.
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F. Table of notations

Notation

Comment
General notations

H, y
A, a(·)
µ
c ∈ Rk
Θ, θ
S, S ?
G
k, `
Grid
ϕ
κ
KCMF (D)
KLap (D)
f (n)
e`
E
i

(Hilbert) observation space and observation
Dictionary A made of parametric atoms a
Coherence between atoms of a support
Weighting coefficients
Parameter set and element
Set of parameters
Cartesian grid
Number of atoms, most frequent index
Set augmenter, see (3.27)
CMF (see Definition 3)
Kernel function Θ × Θ → R+
Set of CMF kernels in dimension D
Set of Laplace kernels in dimension D
n-th derivative of function f
`-th element of the canonical basis
Expectation operator
Imaginary number
Technical notations

G, g`
gθ
u, v

Gram matrix related to a support S, columns of G
parametric vector related to a support S
Vector of Rk for some k often defined as
u, v = G−1 gθ for some θ ∈ Θ
Table F.1: Table of notations.
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